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The main object of this paper is to study convergence properties of 
solutions of variational inequalities such as 
u~K:(Tu,v-uj>O for all v E K, (1) 
where T is a monotone hemicontinuous mapping from a real reflexive 
Banach space X to its dual X* and K is a non-empty closed convex 
subset of the domain of T, when T and K are subjected to a perturbation. 
We consider a sequence (T,) of monotone hemicontinuous mappings 
from X to X*, a sequence (K,) of closed convex subsets of X, K,, 
contained in the domain of T, , and for each n the variational inequality 
u,~K,:(T,u,,v-u,,)>O for all v E K, , (111) 
and we ask under what condition the solutions of (1,) “converge” to the 
solutions of (l), as T, “converges” to T and K, “converges” to K. 
Real parametrized perturbations T, and K, would require only minor 
changes. 
* This research has been supported in part by C.N.R. (Comitato Nazionale Matema- 
tico, Gruppo 46). 
i Present address: Istituto Matematico, Universita degli Studi, Piazzale delle Scienze, 
00185 Roma, Italy. 
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It is well known that for any T and K as stated above, the solutions 
of (1) are a (possibly empty) closed convex subset of K. Therefore, to 
pose our problem more precisely, we need to specify: (I) the convergence 
of T, to T as n -+ + CO, (2) the convergence of a sequence (S’,) of closed 
convex subsets of X to a closed convex subset S of X. 
As for (I), we require that any point {v, TV} in the graph of T is the 
limit in the product strong topology of X x X* of a sequence of points 
(~1~ , Tnco,}, each one in the graph of T, , as n + + co. 
We introduce convergence (2) by means of the topological notion of 
Lim S, in the strong topology of X and (sequential) Lim S, in the 
weak topology of X; see Definition 1.1 of Lim S, . 
In Section 1 we give the main properties of Lim S, and consider some 
examples. Moreover, by means of a notion of “local gap” between two 
closed convex sets, we relate such convergence with the Hausdorff 
metric convergence for closed sets and with the “gap” or “opening” 
convergence for linear subspaces. 
In Section 2 we state our results in the case that the T,'s are uniformly 
coercive in X and the solution of (1) unique. Namely, we answer with 
Theorem A the following questions: weak convergence of U, to u (as 
well as convergence of ( Tnun - Tu, u, - u) to 0); strong convergence of 
u, to u; uniform boundedness of u, . 
In Section 5 we also deal with the degenerate case of T, non-coercive 
and solution of (1) non-unique. The device that we shall use is the so 
called “elliptic regularization”, that consists in adding to each T, a 
coercive perturbation ~PM, 01 > 0, which vanishes as n -+ + co. 
Again we find that the approximate solutions converge to a solution of 
(l), provided T, and K, converge sufficiently fast to T and K, respec- 
tively, as n -+ + 00. This result is stated in Theorem C of Section 5. 
We make a parallel (and equivalent) study for inequalities of type 
u. E X: (Tu, v - u) >f(u) -f(v) for all v E X, (2) 
where f is a lower-semicontinuous convex function from X to (- CO, 
+ co], f of + co. We reduce these inequalities to inequalities of type (1) 
in the space X x R and we apply the theorems quoted above to prove 
Theorem B of Section 2 and Theorem D of Section 5. By taking T = 0, 
we obtain some results on the continuous dependence on f of the mini- 
mizing vector and the minimum value of a functional such as f. The 
convergence of a sequence (fn) of convex functions is defined in terms of 
convergence in the space X x R of the convex sets epi f, , where epi f 
is the set of all {z), /?} E X x [w with /3 3 f(w). 
607/3/4-7 
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In Section 3 we show that our results can be applied in two directions: 
(1) The approximation of the solution of (I) by solutions of 
inequalities (ln) relative to finite-dimensional spaces X, , with K, some 
kind of finite-dimensional approximation of K; 
(2) To obtain results on the continuous dependence on the 
constraints of the solution of a variational problem such as (1); for 
example, of the problem 
\UEK 
[(Au - TJ’, v  - u) 2 0 for all 2, E K, 
where A is a partial differential operator of type 
Au = c DNAOI(x, EL,..., D%) 
Ial <m 
and K is a closed convex subset of the Sobolev space Wm.~(52) defined in 
terms of the boundary conditions imposed upon u. 
The main properties of inequalities (1) and (2) are summarized in 
Section 0, where also some references to the literature can be found. 
The results proved in this paper generalize and extend previous 
results obtained by the author in case T is a linear accretive operator in 
a Hilbert space (34). S ome extensions to the nonlinear case were already 
stated, without proof, in (35). 
0. Preliminary Remarks 
1. Notation 
We shall denote by X a real normed space, by X* the dual space of X. 
We shall denote strong convergence in X, i.e., convergence in the strong 
topology of X, by s-lim or -+, and weak convergence in X, i.e. con- 
vergence in the weak topology of X, by w-lim or -. We shall also use 
the same notation to denote convergence in the strong topology and the 
weak* topology of X*. 
The pairing between v E X and v’ E X* will be denoted by (v’, v). 
Both the norm of v in X and the dual norm of v’ in X*, by I/ . 11. 
2. Some Definitions 
Let A be a mapping of a subset D(A) of X to X*: 
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(Au-Av,u-v)>,O for all u and v in D(A); 
A is strictly monotone if A is monotone and 
(Au - Av, u - v} > 0 whenever u # v; 
A is hemicontinuous if D(A) is convex and for any u and z, in D(A), the 
map t I+ A(tu + (1 - t)v) of [0, l] to X* is continuous for the natural 
topology of [O, l] and the weak topology of X* (see T. Kato, (21) for 
a discussion of this and related continuity properties of monotone 
operators); 
A is coercive (in X) on a subset K of D(A), if there exists a function c: 
(0, + 00) + [- 00, + co], with c(r) + + 00 as r --t + co, such that 
II v II 4 v II) d <Av> v> for all v E K. 
Thus, A is coercive on K whenever K is bounded, while A is coercive 
on an unbounded K if and only if 
<Av, v> ~- 
II * II 
-++m as lIvII+ +a, v E K. 
3. Variational Inequalities for Convex Sets 
Let A be a map from X to X *. If K is a (non-empty) subset of the 
domain D(A) of A, we shall denote by 
S(A, K) 
the set of all vectors u of X such that 
u~K:(Au,v-u)>O for all v E K. (1) 
The basic, though not the most general, results for inequality (1) can 
be summarized as follows: 
S(A, K) is a (possibly empty) subset of K, which is closed and convex, 
provided K is such and A is monotone and hemicontinuous; 
If, in addition, X is a reflexive Banach space and A is coercive on Kin 
X, then S(A, K) is non-empty [existence of solutions of (l)]; 
If A is strictly monotone, then S(A, K) consists at most of a single 
vector [uniqueness of the solution of (l)]. 
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Let us notice a special case of (I). Let V’ be a vector of X* and A - V’ 
the map v ++ Av - V’ of D(A) to X*. Suppose D(A) is a dense linear 
subspace of X. Then, the set 
S(A - v’, D(A)) 
coincides with the set of all solutions u in D(A) of the equation 
Au = v’. 
4. References for Inequalities (I) 
Inequalities such as (1) were introduced, and the existence theorem 
was proved, by G. Stampacchia, (38), for A an accretive linear operator 
in a Hilbert space, as a generalization to non-symmetric A and one-side 
constraints of the Euler-Lagrange equation for a variational problem. 
A further study of this special case of problem (l), also for non-coercive 
A, was done by J. L. Lions and G. Stampacchia in the joint papers, 
(27) and (28), with applications to elliptic and parabolic unilateral 
boundary value problems. 
The existence theorem in the general form stated above (and its 
extension to semi-monotone operators) was obtained by F. E. Browder 
(12) and P. H. Hartman-G. Stampacchia (20) by using the “mono- 
tonicity” approach to nonlinear problems previously developed for 
operator equations in Hilbert space by E. H. Zarantonello (41), 
G. Minty (31) and F. E. Browder (.5), (6) and for equations involving 
operators from a Banach space X to its dual X* by F. E. Browder 
(7), (8), G. Minty (32) and J. Leray-J. L. Lions (25). A survey of the 
theory and further references to the literature can be found in F. E. 
Browder (9). 
5. Variational Inequalities for Convex Functions 
Now we show how inequality (1) can be written by replacing the subset 
K of X by a function on X with extended real values. 
For any subset K of X, let 6, (the indicator function of K) be the 
function defined on X by putting 
S,(v) = 0 if v&l, 
&(v) = +a if vfK. 
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Then, it is easy to verify that the vector ZJ of K is a solution of (1) if and 
only if u is a vector of X such that 
w, v - u> > &c(u) - h(o) for all 2, E X. 
Therefore, we are led to consider, as a generalization of (I), inequalities 
of the following type: 
u E x: (&, co - u) >f(u) -f(w) for all v E X, (2) 
wheref is an arbitrary function on X with values in (- 03, + co]. 
We shall discuss inequalities (2) in Subsection 7 below. First, we 
recall a few standard definitions from the theory of convex functions. 
6. Some More Dejnitions 
By function on X we mean a mapping f of X into [-co, + co]. A 
function f on X is proper, if f(v) > -co for all v E X. The eflective 
domain off is the subset of X 
domf = {v E X:f(v) < +a>. 
The epigraph off is the subset of X x R 
epif = {{v, /l} E X x R: f(v) > /?}. 
A function f on X is convex, if epi f is a convex subset of X x If& that is, 
if for all u and v in X, we have 
mu + (1 - 44 < Mu) + (1 - 4.w 
forallhwithO<X<I(weassume+cc+(-co)=--+(+co)= 
+ CO). F is stricly convex if it is convex and, besides, one has 
A convex function on X is lower-semicontinuous in X if epi f is a 
(convex) closed subset of X x R. By the convexity of epi f, we can 
regard X x R as endowed with the product topology of either the 
strong or the weak topology of X, and the natural topology of R. There- 
fore, f is lower-semicontinuous in X if and only if we have 
f(v) < lim inff(wJ as n--+03, 
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for any sequence (z)%) converging (weakly or strongly) to ~1 in X. 
7. Properties of inequalities (2) 
Let A be a map from X to X *. If f is a proper function on X, with 
0 # dom f C D(A), we shall denote by 
the set of all vectors u of D(A) which are solution of inequality (2) 
above. 
The properties of inequalities (2) are quite similar to those of 
inequalities (1). Namely, the following results hold: 
S(A, f) is a (possibly empty) subset of domf, which is closed and 
convex, provided f is lower semicontinuous and convex and A is mono- 
tone and hemicontinuous; 
S(A, f) is non-empty, if, in addition, X is a reflexive Banach space and 
either dom f is bounded or the following coerciveness condition is 
satisfied: 
{Vv, v> +fW>/ll ~1 II - +a as IlvII+ +a, v E domf, 
which is the case whenever A is coercive on dom f. 
If either A is strictly monotone or f is strictly convex, then S(A, f) 
consists of, at most, a single vector. 
[The uniqueness of the solution of (2) in case f is strictly 
convex, which seems not to have been noted explicitly in the 
literature, can be simply proved as follows: suppose u1 and us 
in S(A, f  ), u1 # u2 ; we have 
(Au, 1 v - Uli 2 f(%) -f(v), 
<Au, 9 v - u2) > f(4 -f(v) 
for all z, E X; putting v = (ui + ~a)/2 and adding, we find 
(Au, - Au, , us - %> >f(%) +.f@,) - 2f ( u1 ; u2 ) ; 
hence, since A is monotone 
Y  ( u1 ; u2 ) 2.a) +fb2)r 
which contradicts the strict convexity off.] 
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A significant special case of (2) is obtained for A = 0. Then, S(O,f) 
is the set of all u in X which minimize f on X (actually, on the effective 
domain off ). 
8. References for Inequalities (2) 
The inequalities (2) were introduced as a generalization of (1) by 
C. Lescarret (26), for A an accretive linear operator in a Hilbert space. 
This special case was also studied by J. L. Lions-G. Stampacchia (28). 
The results stated in Subsection 7 above, are due to F. E. Browder (13) 
who has also considered non-coercive A (Ref. (Id)), by making use of the 
duality mappings of X to X* to obtain an “elliptic regularization” of A. 
As we shall see below, any inequality such as (2) can be written as an 
inequality of type (1) in the space X x R. This makes it possible to 
deduce the properties of (2) from the corresponding properties of (1). 
A proof along this line of the existence theorem stated in Subsection 7 
has been given by the author (36). 
9. Equivalence of Inequalities (I) and (2) 
We shall denote by X @ R the space X x R, normed by 
We identify the dual (X @ R)* of X @ R with X* @ R, the pairing 
between {v, /?} E X @ [w and {v’, /?‘} E X* @ R being 
For any map A of D(A) in X to X*, we shall denote by 
A@1 
the map {v, /3} -+ {Av, l} of D(A @ 1) = D(A) @ DB in X @ R to 
X*@R. 
Clearly, A @ 1 is monotone, hemicontinuous, provided A is such. 
Let A be given and let f be a proper function on X, with 
D # dom f C D(A). According to our notation of Subsection 3, 
S(A @ 1, epi f) is the set of all {u, a} E epi f such that 
<A 0 1 h, 4, (0, PI - {uu, 4) 3 0 for all (0, ji} E epi f, 
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that is, the set of all u E X, 01 E R, with a! >f(~), such that 
for all ~1 E X and p E Iw, with ,8 > f(v). 
It follows that 
{u, a> s S(A @ 1, epif ) 
if and only if 
24 E w&f) and 01 =f(u). 
Further extensions and applications of the theory have been given by 
F. E. Browder (2.5) ( w h ere further references can be found) and G. Minty 
(33), who consider also multivalued maximal monotone operators, and 
by H. Brezis (3), who replaces the monotonicity assumption by suitable 
continuity properties of A. 
In this paper we shall restrict our study to monotone (single-valued) 
mappings from a real reflexive Banach space to its dual. However, many 
of our results could be proved in the more general setting of linear 
spaces in duality. 
1. Convergence of Convex Sets and Convex Functions 
The classical Hausdorff definition of a metric for the space of closed 
subsets of a (compact) metric space has been generalized by many 
authors, who have introduced a topology, or a pseudo-topology, or 
simply a convergence, in the space of closed subsets of a topological 
space, see for instance L. Vietoris (40), C. Kuratowski (24, C. Choquet 
(29), and E. Michael (30). 
However, in view of the applications given in this paper, we have found 
it more convenient to define a special convergence for convex closed 
subsets of a normed space X, in which both the strong and weak 
topologies of X are involved, see Definition 1 .l below. Let us notice, 
incidentally, that this convergence can be defined in any locally convex 
topological vector space. 
As in Refs. (24) and (Z9), we have used the classical notions of lim inf 
and lim sup of sets (for these, see also C. Bouligand (2) and G. T. 
Whyburn (39)): the former relative to the strong topology of X, the 
latter to the weak one [actually, it suffices for our purposes to define 
lim sup in terms of weakly convergent sequences only]. 
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In Subsection 4 we shall establish the connection between the con- 
vergence so defined and a convergence defined “locally” in terms of 
Hausdorff distance for closed sets, which generalize the “opening” 
convergence for linear subspaces of X (for this, see for instance T. Kato 
(22), where further references are given). 
1. Dejkition of Lim S, 
Let (S,) be a sequence of subsets of X. We shall denote by 
s-I&S, ) 
the set of all v in X, such that 
21 = s-lim w% in X as n--t+m, 
for a sequence (v%), with ZI, E S, for all large n. 
We shall denote by 
w-Lims, ) 
the set of all u in X, such that 
v = w-lim vk in X as k-t +a, 
for a sequence (ok), with vk E Snk for every k and (Snk) a subsequence of 
(Sd 
Definition 1 .l. A sequence (S,) of subsets of X converges in X, if 
s-Lim S, = w-Lim S, ; 
(S,) converges to S in X, if (S,) converges and S is a subset of X, such 
that 
s-Lim S, = W-ES, = S. 
If (S,) converges to S, then we write either 
or 
S = Lim S, . 
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Note that if S, + S and S # or, then S, # ,B for every n > n, , 
n, > 0. On the other hand, we may have S, f a for all n, while 
S= LimS, = @. 
In case S, consists, for each n, of a single vector v% of X, then we have 
S,, -+ S in X and S # ia, if and only if (vlJ converges strongly in X to 
a vector z1 of X and S = {v}. 
2. Definition of w-Lim S,, 
We shall also use a weaker limit of (S,,). Namely, let us denote by 
w-Lim S, 
the set of all v in X, such that 
v  = w-lim v, in X as n-t+a, 
for a sequence (vn) with v% E S, for all large n. 
Then we give the following 
Definition 1.2. A sequence (S,) of subsets of X converges weakly 
in X to a subset S of X, if we have 
w-Lim S, = w-Lim S, = S. 
Then we write 
S = w-Lim S, . 
Clearly, if S, = {vn} f or each n, then S = w-Lim S,, # 0, if and 
only if V~ converges weakly to a vector v of X as n -+ + co and S = {v}. 
3. A Convergence for Convex Sets 
Let (S,) be a sequence of closed convex subsets of X. If S, -+ S in 
X, then clearly S is a closed convex subset of X. Moreover, we have 
S, + S in X, if and only if 
(9 S C s-Lim S, -- 
w-Lim S, C S, 
and (i) is trivially satisfied if S C S, for every n, while (ii) holds whenever 
S, C S for every 72. 
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In particular, 
(a) If S is a closed convex subset of X and S, = S for every n, then 
(S,) converges and S = Lim S, . 
If (S,‘) is a subsequence of (S,) we have the obvious inclusions 
s-Lim S, C s-Lim Sk’ -- 
w-Lim Sk’ C w-Lim S, , 
Therefore, we have 
(b) If S, -+ S and (A’,‘) is a subsequence of (S,), then Sk’ + S. 
Furthermore, as we shall see below, the following property holds: 
(c) If any subsequence (S,‘) of (S,) contains a subsequence (5’;) which 
converges to S in X, then (S,) converges and S = Lim S, . 
Therefore, the mapping (S,) ~--t Lim S, , since (a), (b) and (c) are 
satisfied, gives to the family of all closed convex subsets of X a structure 
of space 9*, in the terminology of Kuratowski (2.3). 
[(c) can be proved as follows: 
First, suppose S # 0. Note that for any v of X, we have 
v E s-Lim S, if and only if d(v, S,) --t 0 as n -+ too, where 
d(o, U) = inf{ll v  - 24 11 : 24 E U) 
for any subset U of X, U # 0. Now we prove that (i) holds. 
In fact, suppose there exists v0 E S such that v0 does not belong 
to s-Lim S, . Then, d(v, , %) -H 0 as n --t + 00, hence there 
exists p > 0 and a subsequence (S,‘) of (S,), such that 
4% t S,‘) > p for all k. On the other hand, since (S,‘) contains 
a subsequence (S;l) converging to S in X, there exists for each h 
a vector vh E &!?i , such that v0 = s-lim vh in X as h + + co. 
Hence we find a contradiction. Let us prove now that (ii) holds. 
If v E w-Lim S, , there exists a subsequence (S,‘) of (S,) such 
that v = w-lim ok , with ok E S,’ for each k. Thus, if (Si) is a 
subseece of (S,‘) which converges to S, we have 
v E w-Lim S,, hence v E S. Therefore, we have proved that 
s,-+s. 
Now suppose S = 0. To prove that S, -+ S, it suffices to 
prove that w-Lim S, = 0. On the contrary, it would exists 
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a subsequence (Sk’) of (S,) and for each k a vector vk E Sk’, such 
that vk - v, with v E X; whereas, since (S,,.‘) has a subsequence, 
say, (S;ll), converging to S and S = 0, we should have 
w-G Si = a. Hence, a contradiction.] 
4. The “Local Gap” 
We intend now to compare the convergence we have introduced in the 
previous subsection with a convergence defined in terms of the Hausdorff 
metric for closed sets. Let us notice that the remainder of the paper is 
independent of this subsection. 
Following the definition of “gap”, or “opening”, between two closed 
linear subspaces of X-see for instance T. Kato (22)-we can define for 
each R > 0 a “local gap” 
~R(Sl I &) 
between two closed convex subsets S, and S, of X, by setting 
where 
for any subset S of X, and 
u( u, V) = sup{d(u, V): U E U) 
for any couple of closed subsets of X, with the additional convention 
that u( U, V) = 0 when both U and V are the empty set, while 
(T( U, V) = + co if only one of them is 0. 
On every family of uniformly bounded non-empty closed convex 
sets, uR , for each R large enough, reduces to the classical Hausdorff 
metric. 
On the other hand, since the “gap” 8(M, N) between two closed 
linear subspaces M and N of X can be characterized as the maximum 
of the smallest 71~ and Q , such that 
474 w G rl*l! v II for all v E M, 
4v, M) G rlzll 2, II for all 9 6 N 
(see T. Kato, Zoc. cit.), then we have for every R > 0 
uR(M, N) = R&M, N). 
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Therefore, for closed linear subspaces of X, the convergence according 
to 8 is equivalent to convergence according to uR for every R. 
We send to the reference quoted above for a discussion of 8 and for 
further references on the subject. 
Let (S,) be a sequence of closed convex subsets of X, S a closed 
convex subset of X. For any R > 0, we have 
uR(Sn , S) + 0 as n-+ +a, 
if and only if for any p > 0, there exists 71, > 0 (possibly depending on 
R) such that, for all n > nP , either S, = S = O, or both the following 
conditions are satisfied 
(3 % # SRCIJ,, 
W m # SnR c IDS, 
where 
IJJ = {v E x : d(w, U) < p} 
for any non-empty closed subset U of X. 
[In fact, 
uR(sn , s> < p 
is equivalent to 
u(SR, Sn) G PI +%LR, s> G PP 
hence either to S, = S = O, or to 
d(v, Sn) < P for all ZI E SR, SR # 0 
d(v S) < P for all v  E SnR, SnR # @, 
which are the same as (j) and (jj).] 
Lemma 1.1. Let S be a non-empty closed convex subset of X, (S,) 
a sequence of closed convex subsets of X. Then, 
(a) If we have 
gR(Sn , s) - 0 as n-+ +a, (1.1) 
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for every R > R, , R, > 0, then 
s, ---f s in X as n--t co, 
according to De$nition 1.1. 
(b) I f  X has$nite dimension, then the converse of (a) is true. 
(1.2) 
Remark 1 .I. As we will show below by examples, in an infinite 
dimensional X the converse of (a) may be false, even if the S, are 
uniformly bounded. 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. Let us suppose that (1 .l) holds for every 
R > R, . Then, (j) and (jj) are satisfied for all R > R, . Let us prove 
that (i) of Subsection 3 holds. Let v E S and R > max{R, , II v II}. For 
any p > 0, we have by (j) for all n large enough 
which is to say 
Therefore, we have d(v, S,) +O as n++co,that is,vEs-LimS,. 
Thus (i) has been proved. Let us prove (ii) of Subsection 3. Let v E X, 
vk E S,’ for every k, with (S,‘) a subsequence of (S,), and suppose that 
v = w-lim vk as k-t +a. 
There exists R > R, such that I/ co,+. I/ < R for all k, hence 
for every k, 
which implies, by (jj), that for any given p > 0 we have 
v’lc E I,S 
for all k sufficiently large. Thus, since I$’ is closed and convex, we find 
v  E I,S, 
which implies, since p is an arbitary positive number, that v E S. This 
proves (ii), Therefore, S = Lim S, and part (a) of the lemma has been 
proved. 
Let us suppose now that X has finite dimension and prove that (1.2) 
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implies that (1 .I) holds for all R > R, , for some R, > 0. Let SR # @ 
for all R > R, . Since SR is compact, for any given p > 0 there exists 
a finite number of vector or ,..., oN of SR, such that 
By (1.2), there exists n,, such that for all n > nP, we have 
4vi , Sn> < ~12 for all i = l,..., IV. 
This implies 
Id2{vill cIosn 9 i = l,..., IV, 
hence 
SR c I,& ; 
thus (j) holds. 
Now, let SnR # 0 for all R > R, > 0 and all n > n2 > 0. Let us 
suppose that there exists R > R, and p > 0, such that 
for a subsequence (Sk’) of (S,). Th ere exists then a sequence (+), with 
‘ulc E sp, Vk $ I$ 
for all k, which is bounded in X, hence containes a subsequence (z’~‘) 
converging to a vector v of X as h --t + co. By (ii), we should have CJ E S, 
whereas we have v 4 I$, p < i;. Therefore, also (jj) holds and part (b) 
of the lemma has been proved. 1 
Let us consider the Hilbert space I, , of all sequences 
with 
v = (v(l) ,...) v(h) ,... ), e)(h) E R, 
l/2 
v = +f ( v(h) 12) . 
h=l 
Let us consider the following (uniformly bounded, closed convex) 
subsets of 1, : 
S = B n (v E 2, : 0 < v/(h) < 1 for all h), 
S, = B n {v E I2 : 0 6 I+) < 1 + n-ah for all h}, 
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where B = {U E I, : 11 v 11 < 2}, 01 is a given positive number and 
n = 1, 2,... . 
Then, S, + S in I, as n -+ + cc, according to Definition 1 .I, whereas 
it is false that for any p > 0 we have 
s, c r,s 
for all n sufficiently large. 
Now let us take 
where 
S-BnC, S, = B n C, , 
c = q1, 0 )... ), (0, I, 0 )...) )..., (0 )..., 0, 1, 0 ,...) )...I 
c, = G{(l + n-a, 0 ,... ), (0, 1 + 2P, 0 ,...) ,..., (0, . ..) 0, 1 + hP, 0 )...) ,...I 
Then, again we have S, - S in I, as n -+ + CO, but it is not true that 
for any p > 0 we have 
s c b% 
for all large n. 
5. Examples 
In this subsection we collect some examples, of geometrical or 
functional nature, of sequences of closed convex subsets of a normed 
space X, which converge according to Definition I. 1. 
Lemma 1.2. Let (S,) be an increasing sequence of closed convex 
subsets of X, S, C S,, if n < m. Then, (S,) converges in X and 
Lim S, = S, 
where S is the closure of (J, S, in X. 
Proof. S is a closed convex subset of X, hence S is weakly closed. 
Therefore (ii) of Subsection 3 holds. Moreover, (i) holds, for d(v, S,) - 0 
as n + + co for each v E S, because (S,) is increasing. i 
Lemma 1.3. Let (S,) be a decreasing sequence of closed convex subsets 
of X, S, C S,,, if n > m. Then, (S,) converges in X and 
Lim S, = (J S, . 
72 
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Proof. Put S = n, S, . Clearly, (i) holds. If W-G S, = 0, the 
conclusion is trivial. Suppose there exists z, E w-Lim S, and that (S,‘) 
is a subsequence of (27,) such that o = w-Lim vk, with ok E S,’ for each 
k. Since (S,‘) is decreasing, for each k, > 0 we have ok E Sk, for all 
k > k, , hence, since Sk, is weakly closed, v E S;, . Therefore, v E 0, S,‘, 
which implies v E S. Thus W-G S, C S, that is (ii) holds. 1 
Lemma 1.4. Let K be a closed convex subset of X, whose interior is 
nonempty, and (S,) a sequence of closed convex subsets of X, such that 
S,-+SinXasn++co. Then, KnS,AKnSinXasn-++co. 
Remark 1.2. The lemma is trivially false, if we suppress the 
hypothesis that the interior of K is nonempty, as it can be seen by taking 
K consisting of a single vector v of I2 with vch) # 0 for infinitely many h 
(or the one-dimensional linear subspace spanned by such a v), and S, 
the n-dimensional linear subspace V, of 1 2 , spanned by the first n vectors 
(1, 0 )... ), (0, 1, 0 )...) )..., (0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,... ). 
Proof of Lemma 1.4. First we prove that 
w-LimKn&CKnS. 
In fact, if v = w-lim V~ , with V~ E K n S,’ and (S,‘) a subsequence 
of (S,), then v E K, for K is weakly closed, and, besides, v E w-i%6 S, . 
Hence v E K n S. If K n S = 0, it follows that K n S, + K n S. If 
K n S # 0, it suffices to prove that 
K r‘l S C s-Lim K n S,, . -- 
Let u,, E int K, int K being the interior of K, and let N(u,) be a strong 
neighbourhood of u,, contained in K. Let u be an arbitrary vector of 
K n S and let C be the convex cone generated by u and N(u,). Clearly, 
CC K. Let N(u) be any strong neighbourhood of u and take 
u1 E int C n N(u), int C the interior of C. Such a vector u1 exists, because 
it can be chosen of type u1 = quo + (1 - 7)~ for 9 > 0 small enough. 
Let N(u,) be a strong neighborhood of u1 contained in C n N(u). Since 
S, -+ S, we have S, n N(u,) # @ for all n > n, , n, > 0. Hence, 
we have (K n S,) n N(u) # D for all n > no . Thus, u E s-Lim K n S, 
and the proof is complete. 1 
Lemma 1 S. Let X be a Hilbert space, K a bounded closed convex 
6071314-S 
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subset of X, and (P,) a sequence of symmetric (linear) operators in X, with 
D(P,) = X, such that 
P,V++V in X as =++a for all v  6 X. (1.3) 
Then, 
P,K+ K in X as =--i-Q 
where for each n, P,K = (v E X: v = P?%w, w E K). 
Remark 1.3. The lemma is false if we omit the hypothesis that K is 
bounded. In fact, take X = la , 
K = Gs{(l!, 0 )... ), (0, 2!, 0 )...) ,.‘.) (0 ,...) 0, h!, 0 )...) ,... } 
and let P, be for each n the orthogonal projection on the n-dimensional 
linear subspace V, of Za considered in Remark 1.2. Then, 0 E P,K for all 
n, whereas 0 $ K. 
That can happen even if K is a closed linear subspace. Indeed, let K 
be the closed linear subspace of 1, which is spanned by the vectors 
(I!, 2!, 0 ,... ), (0, 2!, 3!, 0 ,...) ,..., (0 ,..., 0, h!, (h + l)!, 0 ,... ). Then, K f 1,) 
while P,K = V, for every n. 
However, the hypothesis of boundedness of K can be obviously 
replaced by the assumption 
P,KCK for every 72. 
Proof of Lemma 1.5. The inclusion (i) of Subsection 3 is an immediate 
7 
consequence of (1.3). It remains to prove that w-Lim P,K C K. Let us 
consider an arbitrary subsequence of (Pn), say still (P& and suppose 
that v, = Pnw, , with w, E K for every n, and that 
vn - vo in X as n++a, V,EX. 
We must prove that v. E K. 
Suppose v. & K. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a vector 
va’ E X, such that 
(vo’, vo) = 1, 
(vo’, w) = 0 for all w E K, 
where ( , ) denotes the inner product in X. Therefore, since 
0 = (vo’, wn) = @Jo’, %> + (vo’, w?z - v,) 
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for every n, we find 
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lim(o,‘, We - eu,) = lim(o,‘, Q = (wi, wO) = 1 
as n + + 00. On the other hand, we have for each n, by the symmetry 
of pn 9 
(wo’, P,w, - w,) = (PnwO’ - w,‘, WV). 
Since (wJ is bounded in X, we have by (1.3), 
lim(w,‘, w, - wn) = 0 as n--t+a, 
hence a contradiction. m 
If S is a subset and w a vector of X, we shall denote by 
stw 
the set {zEX: z = w + w, WES} if S # 0, and the empty set if 
s= 0. 
Lemma 1.6. Let (S,) be a sequence of subsets of X, such that S, -+ S 
in X as n -+ + 00, (0,) a sequence of vectors of X, such that w, -+ v in X 
asn+ +m,vawectotofX. Then, 
s,+%l+s+~ in X as n++oo. 
Proof. Clearly S + v C s-Lim (S, + w,). Let z be a vector of 
w-Lim (S, + v,), that is, x = w-lim zk , with zk = wk + vk’ E Sk’ + wk‘ 
for each k, (S,’ + vk’) being a subsequence of (S, + vn). Since wk’ --t v 
as K --t + co, then wk converges weakly to x - v in X as K -+ + co. 
Hence z - w E w-E S, , therefore z - 2, E S, that is z E S + v. 
Thus, w-Lim (S, + a,) C S + o. 4 
The special case of Lemma 1.6 with S, = S for every n and S a 
closed convex subset of X, shows that 
wn + 0 in X as n--t+m 
implies 
S+w~-+S+w in X as n--t +co. 
A functional example of that will be considered in Lemma 1.7 below. 
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We recall before a few definitions relative to the Sobolev spaces 
W~~,~(Qn> and WF,P(Q), th a will be also used in Section 3. t 
Let UP be the s-dimensional (real) Euclidean space. We denote 
by x = (x1 , x2 ,..., xs) the general point in Rs and for any s-tple 
01 = 011 ) lx2 )..., ( a,J of non-negative integers we put 
Let D be a bounded open subset of Rs with a smooth boundary XI, 
m a positive integer and p a real, with 1 < p < + GO. 
Wm,*(Q) is the space of all real functions z, E D(Q), whose distribution 
derivatives Pv, with 1 01 ( < m, also belong toD(8). With the norm 
Wm~p(Q) is a reflexive Banach space. 
WY*“(Q) is the cl osure in Wm*p(J2) of the linear subspace COK(Q) of all 
infinitely differentiable (real) functions on Q with a compact support. 
Following W. Littman-G. Stampacchia-H. T. Weinberger, (29), if 
v E W,$P(Q) and E is a closed subset of Q, we shall say that u is non- 
negative on E in the sense of W,‘,p(sZ), and write 
v 20 on E, 
if 
v E P&T Q), 
--_ 
where P,,(E, Sz) is the closure in Wl,p(sZ) of the convex cone 
P&E, Q) = {g’ E Com(i2) : (p > 0 on El. 
According to this definition, if u and v belong to Wisp, we shall 
write 
v>u on E 
to mean that 
v - u E P”(E, ~2). 
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Finally, we recall that the p-capacity (relative to Sz) of a compact 
subset E of Sz, is defined by setting 
where vzi = +/&vi ; see Ref. (29), quoted above. 
Lemma 1.7. Let Q be a bounded open subset of IRS with a smooth 
boundary, E a closed subset of Sz and 1 < p < + 00. Let u E Wi.p(s2), 
K = {v E Wt*p(f2) : et > u on E}, 
(un) a sequence in Wi,p(Q) and 
K, = {w E W;J’(Q) : v  > un on E} 
for each n. Then, K, -+ K in WI-,P(Q) as n + + co, provided u, converges 
strongly to 24 in wl,p(Q) as n -+ + c0. 
Proof: It suffices to apply the special case of Lemma 1.6 con- 
sidered above, taking into account that K = P,(E, Q) + u and -- 
K, = P,(E, 52) + u, for every n. 1 
Lemma 1.8. Let (E,) be a sequence of compact subsets of Q. Then, we 
have1 
W$p(Q) = Lim Wip(Q - En) 
in the space WJ’(Q) according to Dejinition 1 .I, if and only if for any 
compact subset Sz’ of Q we have 
p-cap(E, n lY+O as n-t +m. 
Proof of Lemma 1.8. Let us prove first the “if” part of the lemma. 
Let v be an arbitrary function of COm(Q), Q’ a compact subset of 52 
containing the support of v, and for each n let us put 
E,’ = E,, n L?. 
1 For any closed subset E of Q, we identify the space Wt,“(O - E) with the subspace 
of W*p(Sa) which is the closure in Wan of all functions ‘p E Corn(Q) such that ‘p 3 0 
oii E. 
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Since by our hypotesis p-cap E,’ -+ 0 as 
a sequence (qn) of functions of Corn(Q), such 
each n and 
n -+ + co, there exists 
that yn > 1 on En’ for 
i; II(%&?; ll~D,Q) - 0 as n - +a- 
Obviously, we can suppose that P)~ > 1 on E,‘. By the Poincare 
inequality, we also have /I yn Jll,p -+ 0 as n -+ fco. It follows that the 
functions I/, = min{y, , l}, n = 1, 2,... are such that for each n, #, = I 
on a neighborhood of E,’ and, moreover, #, E Wl,p(sZ) and 
II h l/l,p + 0 as n+ +m. 
By making a suitable regularization of $%, we can find for every n 
a function &* E C,m(Q) with &* = 1 on E,‘, such that 
II k - h* /11,9+ 0 as n+ +a. 
Now let us consider the function 
w, = v - &,*a. 
Clearly, w, belongs to Corn(Q) and w, = 0 on E, , hence 
w, E W;+ - E )- 
Moreover, since 
II v - w, lll.p-+ 0 as n-t +co. 
Therefore, we have proved 
C,“O(sZ) C s-Lim W~+l - En) 
which implies, since s-Lim I@~(Q - En) is closed in Wr,~(s2), that 
W$~(Q) C s-Lim Wi*“(Q - En). (l-5) 
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Since IQP(sZ - E,) C II$+(Q) for every n, it follows 
Wi+2) = Lim W$P(sZ - E,). (1.6) 
Conversely, suppose that (1.6) holds; hence (1.5) holds. Let Q’ be an 
arbitrary compact subset of Q and 01 a function of C,,“(Q) such that 
01 E 1 on Q’. 
Since OL E W$*(s2), there exists, by (1.5), for every n a function 
LYE E W,13P(Q - E,), such that 11 01 - ollt lIl,P + 0 as n -+ + co. Therefore, 
there exists also for each n a function /3, E C,“‘(Q), with p, = 0 on Em , 
such that II 0~ - A Ill,p -to as n--t +cc. Thus, if vn = a--p, for 
each n, we have v’n E Cam(Q), vn. = 1 on E,’ = E, f~ 52’ for every tl, 
and 
II vn ILp + 0 as 72--t+CCL 
Since p-cap E, < 11 yplz Ill,p for every n, we find 
p-cap En -+ 0 as n+ +a. I 
6. “Order a” Convergence of Convex Sets 
To study the dependence on the convex K of a solution of a variational 
inequality for a non-coercive mapping T, we need to control, as we 
already noticed in the Introduction, the rapidity of convergence of the 
approximate K, to K as n -+ + co. To this end, we shall use the following 
Definition 1.3. Let (S,) be a sequence of subsets of X and let 
01 > 0. We say that S, converges of order >,a in X to a subset S of X as 
n ---t + oo, and write 
n=[S, - S]-+O in X, 
if (j) and (jj) below are satisfied: 
(j) For any v E S, we have 
0 e s-Lim n”(S, - w) in X; -- (1.7) 
(jj) For any weakly convergent sequence (ok) in X, with vk E &, 
for every k and (Smb) a subsequence of (S,), we have 2 
0 E w-Lim nk”(wlc - S) in X. W) 
e For any subset S of X, any vector er E X and any real c, we put 
c(S-w)={2~x:z=c(w-w),wES) 
cb -S)=(ZEX:Z=C(w-W),WES}. 
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According to our notation of Subsection 1, (1.7) means that there 
exists U, E S, (for all large n), such that 
nqv, - v) -j 0 in X as n- +a, 
while (1.8) means that there exists a sequence (wh) in S, such that 
with (zlki,) a subsequence of (v~). 
Let (S,) be a sequence of convex closed subsets of X and S a non- 
empty convex closed subset of X: 
Lemma 1.9. We have S = Lim S, in X, according to Dejinition 1.1, 
if and only $ S, converges of order 20 to S in X as n -+ + CO. 
Proof. It suffices to remark that 
0 E s-Lim (S, - V) for every 21 E S, -- 
is equivalent to 
s c S-gLis, , 
while 
0 6 w-Lim (Q - S) for any sequence such as (v,), 
is equivalent to 
w-Lim S, C S. I 
It follows from Lemma 1.9 that if S, converges of order >a to S, 
for some a~ > 0, then S = Lim S, . 
Example. Let X be an inner product space, A a (linear) symmetric 
compact operator in X. Let /3 > 01 > 0 and for any positive integer n let 
P, be the orthogonal projection on the subspace of X, which is spanned 
by all eigenfunctions eh. of A corresponding to eigenvalues & with 
) h, / > n-8. Let H be a bounded subset of X, K a subset of AH, and, 
for each n, K, = P,K. Then, K, converges of order 301 to K in X 
as n --f + co. [In fact, this is a consequence of the inequality 
nnlJ Av - P,Au 11 < n-(B-=)jl 2, jj for all ZI E X and all n, 
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which implies that n”l(A - P,A) converges to 0 as n + + 00 in the 
uniform topology of operators.] The hypothesis that H is bounded can 
be dropped if P,K C K for every n. 
7. A Convergence for Convex Functions 
We shall define below a convergence for (convex lower-semicon- 
tinuous) functions on X in terms of convergence of their epigraphs in 
x @ R 
Notation and terminology in this and the following section are those 
of Subsections 6 and 9 of Section 0. 
Definition 1.4. A sequence (f,) of functions on X converges in X, if 
the sequence (epif,) of their epigraphs converges in X @ R according 
to Definition 1.1. We say that f,, converges to f in X as n + + co, and 
write 
fn -f, or f  = Lim fn , 
if (fJ converges in X and f is a function on X, such that 
epif = Limepif, in X@lR, 
according to Definition 1 .I. 
Remark 1.4. A sequence (S,) of subsets of X converges to a subset S 
in X according to Definition 1 .l, if and only if the sequence (Ss,) of the 
indicator functions of the Sri’s converges to 6, according to the definition 
above. 
It is easy to show that if (epi f,) converges in X @ R and S = 
Lim epi fn , then there exists a function f on X, such that S = epi f 
It follows from Subsection 3 that (fn) F+ Lim f9% is a convergence for the 
family of all convex lower-semicontinuous functions on X. 
Some properties and examples of this convergence can be obtained 
along the lines of Subsection 5. A characterization of it is given by the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 1 .lO. Let (fJ b e a sequence of functions on X. Then we have 
f = Lim fn in X, 
if and only ;f (1) and (11) below are satisjied: 
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(1) Any v E X is the limit in the strong topology of X of a sequence (vn) 
in X, such that 
lim supf,(v,) <f(v) as n + +co; (1.9) 
(11) Any subsequence (fk’) of (fib) is such that for any v E X, which 
is the limit in the weak topology of X of a sequence (v,,.) in X, we have 
lim inffk’(vk) >f(u) as k + +a. (1.10) 
Proof. First we prove that (1) is equivalent to 
epifC s-Lim epif, in X @ R. (1.11) 
Suppose epi f # o and take {v, /?} E epi f, that is, v E X, /3 E R with 
B 3 f(v). BY (I), th ere exists a sequence (vn) in X such that V~ + v as 
11 ---t + 00 and (1.9) holds. If 
i% = max{h(G P) for each n, 
then we have /3 = lim /3, as n + + co. Therefore, {vn , &} E epi fn for 
$l l;)and {vn ,/3,} -+ {v, /3} in X @ lR as n + fco. Thus (1) implies 
‘Conversely, let us suppose that (1 .l 1) is satisfied. Let v E X. Since (1.9) 
is trivial in case f (v) = + 00, supposef(v) < + co. Then, (v, f(v)} E epi f. 
Therefore, by (1.1 I), there exists {vn , pn} E epi f, for each n, such that 
et, -+ v in X as n --+ + co and, moreover, & -+ f(v), hence 
as n ---t + 00. Thus, (1) holds. 
Now we prove that (11) is equivalent to 
w-Lim epi fn C epi f in X @ R. (1.12) 
Let us suppose that (11) holds. Let (fk’) be a subsequence of (f,) and 
{v, ,8} E X @ R be th e weak limit of a sequence ({vl; , flk}) in X @ R, 
with {vk , pk} E epi fk’ for every k. By (ll), since v,~ - z1 in X as k + + 03, 
(1.10) holds. Since 
p = lim pk 3 lim inffk’(o,) as k ---f +co, 
we find B > f(v). Thus (11) implies (1.12). Assume now that (1.12) holds. 
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Let vk - v in X as K + + co and (fk’) be any subsequence of (fn). If we 
have 
lim inff,‘(u,) = -co as k--f +03, 
then for any given 8 < 0, there exists a convergent sequence &), with 
ph > f;l(vh’) for every h, (f;l(~‘)) being a subsequence of (fk‘(v,J), such 
that 
p=lim/3h<8 as h-t+co. 
By (1.12), we have f(v) < /3 < 6. This implies f(v) = -co, hence (11) 
holds. On the other hand, suppose 
p = lim inffk’(Vk) > -co. 
Clearly, we can also suppose /I < + GO. Hence, there exists a subsequence 
(f;lbh’H of (fk’(%))9 such that ph 3 f;l(vh’) for every h, with /Ih --f /I as 
h -+ + co. Thus, {Q’, /3,} E epif;l for every h, and {v~‘, jgh) converges 
weakly to {v, /I) in X @ R as h -+ + co. Therefore, by (1.12), we have 
/I 2 f(v), that is (1.10) holds. 1 
Remark 1.5. It follows from Lemma 1.10, that, iff = Limf, in X, 
then any v E X is the limit in the strong topology of X of a sequence (vn) 
in X, such that f(v) = limf,(vJ as n + + co. 
Remark 1.6. Eachf, of a converging sequence (fn) may be a proper 
function, withoutf = Limf, be such. On the other hand, iff = Limf, 
is proper and f + + co, then any fn , for all n large enough, is proper. 
[If not, there would exist a subsequence ( fk’) of ( fn) and a sequence (vuk) 
of vectors of X, such that fk’(vk) = -CO for all k. Let v0 E X with 
f(vo) < + 00. By (l), there exists a sequence (zk) in X, such that zk + r+, 
in X as k -+ + co andfk’(zk) < + co for all k > k, , k, > 0. Therefore, 
if 
Vk‘ =w+(l -Q)%, with <I; = k-y1 + II Vk II)-‘, 
we have fk’(vk’) = - co for all k > k, and vk’ -+ v,, in X as k -+ + co. 
Thus, by (ll), we have lim inffk’(v,‘) >,f(vO) as k - + co, hence 
f(v,,) = -cc, which is a contradiction.] The statement above is false if 
f E +co, as the following example shows: X = Iw and for each 
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n = I, 2,..., takef, so defined: f,(r) = + c-0 for all 7 # n,fn(r) = - 00 
if Y = n. 
8. “Order UI” Convergence for Convex Functions 
Let (f,J be a sequence of lower-semicontinuous convex functions on X 
and f a lower-semicontinuous function on X, f + + CO. 
Definition 1.5. If CL > 0, we say that f, converges of order >CV to 
finXasn-z+c;o,andwrite 
ne[fn -f] ---f 0 in X, 
if epi fil converges of order 2~ to epi f in X @ R as n --f + 03, according 
to Definition 1.3. 
Remark 1.7. It follows from Lemma 1.9 and Definition 1.4, that 
f, converges of order 20 to f in X if and only if f = Lim f, . Thus, if f, 
converges of order >CY to f in X, 01 > 0, then, in particular, f = Lim fn . 
A characterization of the “order 01” convergence is given by the 
following 
Lemma 1 .ll . If f is proper, and a > 0, then we have 
?P[fil -f] +o in A-, 
; f  and only if (m) and ( mm) below are satisfied: 
(m) For any v  E dom f, there exists a sequence (v~) in X such that 
nyvn - v) - 0 in x (1.13) 
lim sup n”[fJvJ -f(u)] < 0 (1.14) 
asn++60; 
(mm) For any subsequence (f,,) of ( fn) and any weakly convergent 
sequence (vX.) in X, with lim sup fn,(vk) < + CO as k + + a, there 
exists a subsequence (ft,‘(v,‘)) of (fiLk(vk)), fi’(vtI’) = f,,;(vk,), nh’ = nkhfor 
every h, and a sequence (w,) in X, such that 
n;L”(vh’ - w,) - 0 in X, (1.15) 
lim inf nz[fh’(zlh’) -f(w,)] > 0 (1.16) 
ash+ fco. 
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Proof. Let us prove that (m) is equivalent to: 
0 E s-Lim nDi(epif, - {v, /3}) in X @ R, for each {o, p} E epif (1.17) 
Let z, E X, /I E 58, with /3 3 f(u). By (m), there exists a sequence (~1%) in 
X, such that (1.13) and (1.14) hold. If 
I% = m=Q&+J, B> for every n, 
then we have nm(& - /3) -+ 0 as n -+ + ~0.~ Thus (1.17) is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose that (1.17) holds and let z, E domj. Since f is 
proper, {n, f(4) E epi f, h ence, by (1.17), there exists {zln , p,} E epi f, 
for every n, such that 
na({wn , pns,> - {zl,f(v))) + 0 in X @ R as n + + co. 
Therefore, (1.13) holds and, moreover, 
rP[& -f(v)] -0 as 71+ +co, 
which clearly implies (1.14), for /3, 3 fn(vn) for every n. Thus (m) 
holds. 
Now let us prove that (mm) is equivalent to: 
For any subsequence (f,,> of (f,) an an weakly convergent sequence d y 
({Q , /%)) in X CD K with (ok , /Ik} E epi jn, for every k, we have 
0 E w-Lim 12ko({211c , Sk} - epif ) in X @ R. (1.18) 
Let us suppose that (mm) holds and let (v~ , plc} be as stated above. 
Since lim sup fn,(zlk) < + 00, there exists by (mm) a subsequence 
(fh’(%‘)) of M&k)> cl 9 an a se uence (wh) in X such that (1.15) and (1.16) 
hold. Put Ph’ = Pkh for every h. We have by (1.16) 
hence 
lim inf nz[&’ -f(eu,)] >, 0 as h ---f + co, 
q[p; -f(zu;)] > -f-l, c = 1, 2,..., 
3 In fact, nb(pn - 8) > 0 for all n, hence lim inf #(fi, - p) > 0. On the other hand, 
n?f,(v,) - fi] < @[f,(o,) -f(w)] for all n, hence, by (1.14), lim sup nm[fn(vn) - p] < 0, 
which implies lim sup #(fin - fl) < 0. 
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where n; = nap, /3; = &, , wy’ = w,,~ for every /, (pi,) being a sub- 
sequence of (/3,[‘). Let us set for each / 
We have & > f(w/‘) for every /, and nJ”(/3; - &) -+ 0 as / + + co. 
Thus (1.18) is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose (1.18) holds. Let (f,,) and (7~~) be as in (mm). 
First we note that, sincefis proper, we cannot have lim inffn,(vJ = - CO 
as k + + co. This is a consequence of (11) of Lemma 1.10, that can be 
applied here, because our hypothesis implies f = Limf, (see Remark 
1.7). [A direct proof can be given as follows: Suppose 
lim inff,,Jv,) = --Go 
and let z)” = w-lim V~ as K -+ + co. Let 6 < 0 and @Ih) be a convergent 
sequence of reals, with /3 = lim Ph < 6 and /3,, >fh’(vuh’) for every h, 
(fiL’(v,{‘)) being a subsequence of ((fn,(vk)). Then, by (1.18), there exists 
a sequence ({wi , &}) C epif, such that 
(w; - w,) - 0 in X, hence w/ - vu in X; 
(Pf - is) - 0, hence & --f /3, 
as e-t + co, with (71;‘) a subsequence of (vhf), v; = v;L( and /3/’ = /II,, 
for every /. Thus, by the lower-semincontinuity off, we find as P---f + co 
f(wO) < lim inff(wc) < lim tr = /3 < 6, 
hence, since 6 is arbitrary,f(v,) = -CO, which is a contradiction, for f 
is proper]. Therefore, we have 
lim inffn,(vk) > -cc as k--f +co. 
Hence, there exists a convergent subsequence (~/,‘(zI,~‘)) of (f,Ju,)), 
fh’(%‘) = f&kJ %’ = n,+ for every h. Applying ( 1.18) to the sequence 
{v,~‘,fh’(vk’)), we find a sequence ({wI , &}) C epi f, such that 
as &+ + co, for a subsequence (fa(v;)) of (fh’(vh’)), fJ(v(“) = f;,(v;I,) 
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and ni = n;be for every /. Since & >ff(wJ for all e, the second limit 
above implies 
lim inf nia[fL”(w;l) -f(w,)] 3 0. 
Thus (mm) holds. 1 
2. Coercive Mappings, Unique Solution 
In the previous section we have introduced a convergence in the family 
of closed convex subsets of a normed space. In the remainder of this 
paper we shall use that notion to deal with the problem of the continuous 
dependence on the map T and the convex K of solutions of variational 
inequalities such as (1) and (2) of Introduction. 
Let us rewrite below the variational inequality (1) associated with 
a given monotone map T from a Banach space X to its adjoint X* and 
with a closed convex subset K of the domain D(T) of T: 
u~K:(Tu,v-u)>O for all v E K. (1) 
Thereafter X will be a reflexiwe real Banach space. 
To begin with, let us consider the special case in which only the 
convex K is perturbed, while the map T is kept fixed. For sake of simpli- 
city, we shall suppose that the perturbation of K can be described by a 
sequence of convex subsets of D(T).4 
Thus, let us assume that K, is for each 7t = 1, 2,... a closed convex 
subset of D(T) which converges to the given K in X as n -+ + co in the 
sense of Definition 1.1 of Section 1, and for any such K, let us consider 
the variational inequality 
u,eK,: (Tu,,v-uu,) >O for all v E K, . &I') 
Then, under suitable assumptions on T, which guarantee the existence 
and uniqueness of the solutions of (1) and (In’), we shall prove as a 
corollary of Theorem A below that the solution u, of (ln’) converges 
strongly in X to the solution u of (1) as n + + CO. We have indeed the 
following 
* However, as we have already noticed in the Introduction, the results below could be 
extended, with only sligth changes, to real parametrized perturbations KE of K or, more 
generally, to arbitrary indexed families of perturbed inequalities. 
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Corollary of Theorem A. Let us suppose that 
(i) T is a bounded6 hemicontinuous map of D(T) in X to X*, with 
0 E D(T), such that 
1) v  - u 11 ~(11 v  - u 11) < (\Tv - Tu, v  ~ u’> for all u, v  E D(T), 
where y  is a continuous strictly increasing function from [0, + co) to 
[O, + CO], with y(O) = 0 and y(v) + + co as Y + + co; 
(ii) K and K,? , n = 1, 2,. . . , are nonempty closed convex subsets of 
D(T), such that 
K = Lim K, in S 
according to Definition I. 1. 
Then, there exists for each n one and only one solution u,, of inequality 
(1,‘) and u,, converges strongly in X as n + + co to the unique solution u of 
inequality (1). 
In the following Section 3 we shall give some applications of this 
result by making use of the examples of converging sequences of convex 
sets considered in Section 1. 
Below, we summarize the general results which hold in case of unique- 
ness of the solution and for a coercive T, for inequalities of type (1) or (2) 
of Introduction. The proofs are postponed to Section 4. Notation and 
definitions are those of Section 1. 
More special results for non-coercive mappings and non-unique 
solutions will be given in Section 5. 
1. Inequalities (1) 
We shall denote the graph of a map A from X to X*, by G(A), that is, 
G(A) = ({v, v’} E X x X*: v’ = Av, v  E D(A)) 
where D(A) is the domain of A. 
Moreover, if (A,) is a sequence of mappings from X to X*, we say 
that they are umjormly bounded in X, if for any bounded subset B of X 
there exists a bounded subset B’ of X*, such that 
A,B, C B’ for all n, 
where B, = B n D(A,) for each n. 
5 A map T  from X to X is bouzded if it carries bounded subsets of D( 2’) into bounded 
subsets of X. 
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Let us make the following assumptions: 
T is a monotone hemicontinuous map of D(T) in X to X*; (T,) is a sequence 
I 
of monotone hemicontinuous mappings from X to X*, which are uniformly 
bounded in X and satisfy 
G(T) C s-Lim G( T,) in X x X*. -- (2.1) 
According to our notation of Subsection 1 of Section 1, (2.1) above 
means that for every v E D(T), there exists for each n a vector v, E D( T,), 
such that v, converges strongly to v in X and Tnv, converges strongly 
to TvinX*asn-+ +CO. 
K is a non-empty closed convex subset of D(T); (K,) is a sequence, of closed 
convex subsets of X, with K, C D(T,) for every n, such that 
K = Lim K, in X, 
in the sense of Definition 1.1. 
Under the assumptions I and II above, we shall prove what follows: 
If there exists a bounded sequence (un) of solutions of the inequalities 
(L), i.e., u, 6 S(T, , K,) for each n, then the inequality (1) has a solution, 
that is, S(T, K) # o . 
Furthermore, if the solution u of (1) is unique, i.e. S(T, K) = {u}, 
then S(T, , K,J converges weakly to (u) in X in the sense of 
Definition 1.2. 
If, in addition to the existence of (un), we suppose also that condition III 
below is satisfied, then 
S(Tn , K,) -f (u} in X, as n*+cO, 
in the sense of Definition 1.1. The condition is 
For any II E K, there exists a continuous strictly increasing function 
III 
t3 : @ + [0, + 031,~ with /3(O) = 0, such that 
fi(liv-uII)<liminfl(T,v-Tu,v-u)l as n--t+oo, VED(T,) 
uniformly as v  varies in a bounded subset of X. (2.2 
Finally, we prove that there exists a bounded sequence (un) of 
6 We put lQ+ = (0, + Co), R+ = [O, +a]. 
607/3/4-9 
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solutions u, E S(T,, , K,), provided the T, are uniformly coercive on 
K, in X, in the following sense 
IV 
There exists a function OL : R+ - [0, + CO], with m(r) + + cc as Y + + ~0, 
such that 
II v II 4 v II) G <Tnv, v> for every n (2.3) 
and all v  E A&, . 
We have, indeed, the following theorem 
Theorem A. Under the assumptions I and II, the following results 
hold: 
(a) If uh E s( L,, 7 K,*) for every h, with (S( T,,* , K,J) a subsequence of 
(S( T,, , K,)), and un converges weakly to a vector u of X as h -+ + CO, then 
ZLES(T, K) and 
< T#h - Tu, u,! - u> --f 0 as h--t $-Co. (2.4) 
Besides, if III holds, then uh converges strongly to u in X. 
(b) If there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0 such that 
S(Tn , K,) n 13 # 8 for all n > n,, (2.5) 
then there exists at least one solution, u, of inequality (1). Actually, we have 
o f w-Lim S( T, , K,,) C S( T, K). (2.6) 
J!loreover, if the solution u of (I) is unique, then u is the limit in the weak 
topology of X of any sequence (w,,), with wh E S( Tn, , K,J for every h and 
(S( Tn, , K,J) a subsequence of (S( T,, , KVL)), provided (w/J is bounded in X. 
(c) If the T, are uniformly coercive on K,,, in X, i.e., IV holds, and 
0 E fin K, , then there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0, such that 
a # S(T,,, Kz)CB for all n > n, . (2.7) 
Remark 2.1. In part (c) of the theorem, the hypothesis that 0 E K, 
for all n can be replaced by the hypothesis that for any sequence (vn), 
with v’, E K, for each n, there exists a bounded sequence (.zn), zn E K, 
for each n, such that (4.8) holds. See indeed Proposition 4.1. 
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2. 
X 
Inequalities (2) 
By reducing the inequality (2) to an inequality of type (1) in the space 
@ R and then applying Theorem A, we obtain the results which are 
summarized below. 
We still assume the hypothesis I of Subsection I. Besides: 
II’ 
f  is a proper lower-semicontinuous convex function on X, with dom f  # JZ ; 
( ffl) is a sequence of lower-semicontinuous convex functions on X, such 
that 
f  = Limf, in X, 
in the sense of Definition 1.4. 
Under the assumptions I and II’, if there exists a bounded sequence 
(un) of solutions u, E S(T, ,fJ, then the inequality (2) has a solution. 
Moreover, if the solution of (2) is unique, which is the case if T is strictly 
monotone of f  is strictly convex, then S(T, , f,) converges weakly to 
{u} in X as n -+ + co, in the sense of Definition 1.2, and u, - u, 
u, E S( T, , fn) for every n, implies fn(Un) -+ f (u), as n -+ + co. 
Furthermore, we have S( T, , f,) + {u} in X if the sense of Definition 
1.1, provided the following condition is satisfied 
III’ 
For any u E dom f, there exists a continuous strictly increasing function 
/3 : E + [0, + co], with /3(O) = 0, such that 
8(ll v - u II) < lim infWnv - Tu, v - 41 + Ifn(4 -f(u)0 
as n + + co, v  E D( T,), uniformly as v  varies in a bounded subset of X. 
Finally, if an uniform coerciveness hypothesis is satisfied by T, and fn , 
then there exists for each n a solution u, in X of the inequality 
<Tnun 3 v  - %I> 2 fn(un) - fn(v) for all v  E X 
and the sequence (u,) is bounded in X. The hypothesis is the following 
There exists a function OL : RF +[O,+co],withol(r)++ooasr-++oo, 
such that 
IV’ II v II 41 v II> G <Lv, v> + fn(v) 
and all v  E X. 
for every n W-9 
The theorem that is obtained from Theorem A, is the following 
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Theorem B. Let us suppose that I and II’ hold, with dom f  C D(T) 
and dom f ,  C D( T,) for all n. Then 
(a) I f  ur, E S( Tn, , fn,) for every h, with (S( T+, , f,,)) a subsequence of 
(S( T, , f,J) and uh converges weakly to a vector u of X as h -+ + CO, then 
ueS(T,f) and 
( Tn,u,~ - Tu,u, -u>-+o as h+ +co. (2.10) 
Besides, u,, converges strongly to u in X, provided the hypothesis III’ above 
is satisfied. 
(b) If there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0, such that 
S(Tn ,fn) n B # G for all n > no , 
then there exists at least one solution, u, of inequality (2) and we have 
0 # w-Lim S(T, ,f,J C S(T, f). 
Furthermore, if the solution u of (2) is unique, then for any bounded sequence 
(wh) in X, with w,, E S( T,,, , fnh) for every, h, (S( T+, , f,,)) a subsequence of 
(S(T, , fJ), we have wh + u zn X undf+(uh) + f(u) as h - + CO. 
(c) If  the uniform coerciveness hypothesis IV’ is satisfied andfTi(0) = 0 
for all n, then there exists a bounded subset B of X such that 
@ # S(T,,f,)CB foralllargen. 
Remark 2.2. The hypothesis that f,(O) = 0 for all n in part (c) of 
the theorem above can be dropped, provided the coerciveness condition 
IV’ is improved. See Proposition 4.2. 
Corollary of Theorem B. In addition to II’, suppose that f  is 
strictly convex and that there exist two functions 01 and 6 as in IV’ and III’ 
above, such that 
a(11 v  II) <fn(v) for every n and all v  6 X (2.11) 
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and, for each u E dom f 
/?(I] w - 24 11) < lim inf l&(w) -f(u)/ fr.9 n -+ +a, (2.12) 
uniformly as v varies in a bounded subset of X. 
Then, there exists for each n a vector IL, E X minimizing fn on X and u,, 
converges strongly in X as n -+ + CO to the (unique) vector u E X which 
minimizes f on X. Moreover, f(u) = lim fn(u,) as n + + 00. 
3. Applications 
Our main purpose in this section is to show what type of results can be 
obtained from the general theorems of Section 2. We shall not care in 
each special case for the maximum of generality. Therefore, the results 
given below can be somewhat improved or extended, and this will be 
done elsewhere. 
1. Finite-Dimensional Approximation 
We can use theorems A and B of Section 2 for solving a variational 
inequality by “discretization methods” of Ritz-Galerkin type, that is, by 
solving first an approximate problem in a finite-dimensional space and 
then letting the dimension + + co. 
(a) Let us suppose, first, that T is a bounded hemicontinuous 
map of a reflexive real Banach space X to its dual X*, such that 
I/ v - u IIy(ll u - u II) < TV - TEL, v - u) for all 24, v EX, (3.1) 
where y : aB -+ + k+ is a continuous strictly increasing function, with 
r(O) = 0 and Y( r + + co as r -+ + CO. Moreover, let us suppose that K ) 
is a nonempty closed convex subset of X. 
Now let (X,*) be a sequence of closed linear subspaces of X* and for 
each n let us denote by Y, * the quotient Banach space 
Y, = x*/x,*, 
and by rr,* the canonical homomorphism of X* in Yn*, 
7&* : x* -+ y,*. 
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Let us denote by rrr, the adjoint map of z-~*. By the reflexivity of X, 
we have 
7rn : Y?, - zy, 
where 
Y, = (Y,*)* 
is the dual Banach space of Y,*. Clearly, Y,* is the dual space of Y, 
and rTT,* is the adjoint map of nr, , thus our notation is consistent. More- 
over, it is easy to show that rrn is an isomorphism of Y% on the subspace 
of X and 
A-;, = x,k;, 
II =n?/ II = IIY lln for all y 6 Y, , (3.2) 
where Ij * 11 denotes, as usual, the norm in X, while 11 * Iln is the norm in 
Y,- namely, the dual norm in (Yn*)* of the quotient norm in Y,,*. 
[In fact, since I( 7r,* 11 < 1, then 
for all y E Y, . 
Besides, for any u > 0 and any y’ E Yn*, with II y’ IJY* < 1, 
there exists a vector ZI,’ E X*, such that rrn.*~,’ = 3 and 
1 > /I y’ Ilr:, 3 11 ZI,’ /I - u. Therefore, we have 
which implies, since u > 0 is arbitrary, that jl y lIn < 11 7~~~y 11.1 
Let T, be for each n the map 
T, = rn*Tq, 
of Y, to Y,* and H,, a closed convex subset of Y, . Let us consider the 
variational inequality 
xn E ffn : (Tnxn , Y - xn>, 3 0 for all y E H, , (3.3) 
where <..a>, denotes the pairing between Y, and Y,[*. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let T and K be as stated above, K, = rr,H, for 
every n and suppose that 
K = Lim K, in X, (3.4) 
in the sense of De$nition 1.1. Then, there exists for each n one and only 
one solution xn of (3.3) and rnx, converges strongly in X to the (unique) 
solution u of inequality (I), i.e., u E S( T, K). 
Proof. By the definition of T, , we have that x, E Y, is a solution of 
(3.3) if and only if U, = rrr,x, and u, E X is a solution of 
u,~K,:(Tu,,v-uu,)>O for all a E K, 
which is to say, u, E S(T, K,). Besides, K, is by (3.2) a closed convex 
subset of X. Therefore Proposition 3.1 follows from Corollary of 
Theorem A. m 
Proposition 3.1 can be used for a finite-dimensional approximation 
of the solution of inequality (I), whenever one can find a sequence of 
closed subspaces X, * of X*, each one of finite codimension, such that 
(3.4) is satisfied. 
Corollary 1. Suppose that the sequence (X,*) is decreasing with n, 
with nz X,* = 0 ( >. Suppose, furthermore, that the interior of K is 
non-empty and that 
K,=KnX, for every n, 
where X, = r,Y, , K, = z-,H, . Then, the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 
holds. 
Proof. The sequence (X,) is increasing with n and Ur X, is dense in 
X, as it can be seen by applying the Hahn-Banach theorem. By Lemma 
1.2 and Lemma 1.4, we have 
K=LimKnX, in X, 
thus the corollary follows from Proposition 3.1. 1 
Corollary 2. Suppose that 
T~H, C K for every n, 
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and that there exists for each n a map pn of X to Y, , such that p,K C H, 
for every n and moreover 
"nPn~'V in X as n--t fee 
for any v E K. Then, the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 holds. 
Proof. Again, it suffices to apply Proposition 3.1, for, by the hypo- 
theses above, we have KC s-Lim 7rnHn , hence, since rmH, C K for 
every n, K = Lim K, , where% = n,H,, . 1 
Approximation methods of type of that furnished by Corollary 2 
above, as well as methods for solving the discretized problems, have 
been given by C. Cea, (28), f or equations involving an accretive linear 
operator T in a Hilbert space and J. P. Aubin, (Z), for variational 
inequalities concerning such a T. Further extensions of these methods to 
equations involving monotone operators from a Banach space to its dual, 
have been considered by H. Brezis-M. Sibony (4). 
(b) Let us suppose that X is a (real) Hilbert space and that 
there exists an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of X, 
with (Jz X, dense in X. The scalar product of X will be denoted by 
(0, a). Let A be a bounded map of X into itself, which is continuous from 
the line segments of X to the weak topology of X and7 satisfies the 
condition 
11 v - 24 11 ~(11 v - u 11) < (Av - Au, v - u) for all 24, v E X 
with y a function as above, and let K be a nonempty closed convex 
subset of X. 
Let P,, be for each n the orthogonal projection of X on X, and put 
A, = P,AP, 
Kn = P?,K. 
Proposition 3.2. In addition to the hypotheses above, suppose either 
that K is bounded or that K, C K for every n. Then, there exists for each n 
one and only one solution u, of the inequality 
u,EK,: (&u,,v-uJ30 for all v E K, (3.5) 
7 Actually, any such T, being also monotone, is demicontinuous on X, see T. Kato [U]. 
However, this is no more true in general under the hypothesis D(T) = K, that is what 
we really need in Proposition 3.2 below. 
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and such u, converges strongly in X as n + + co to the (unique) solution u 
of the inequality 
u E K: (Au, v - u) > 0 for all v E K. (3.6) 
Proof. Let J be the canonical isomorphism of X on its dual X* and 
let T = ]A. T is a bounded hemicontinuous map of X to X* which 
satisfies condition (i) of Corollary of Theorem A. It is easy to show 
that U, satisfies (3.5) if and only if u, E S(T, K,) and that u satisfies (3.6) 
if and only if u E S(T, K). Since P,v +v in X as n+ +co, then it 
follows, trivially in case K, C K for all n and by applying Lemma 1.5 in 
case K is bounded, that K, -+ K in X as n 4 + co. Thus Proposition 3.2 
follows from the Corollary quoted above. 1 
Let us remark that projection methods for solving equations involving 
non-linear operators in Banach spaces have been extensively investigated 
by W. V. Petryshyn (37), where further references are given, and by 
F. E. Browder, (16), (17). Proposition 3.2 generalizes (for a bounded A) 
the Hilbert space specialization of Theorem 8 of (16) and of Corollary 11 
of (37). 
(c) Finite-dimensional approximation of minimum problems. We 
shall consider below two special cases of Corollary of Theorem B, in 
which a given convex function f is approximated by functions fn , whose 
effective domain is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace of X. 
Let f be a proper, strictly convex lower-semicontinuous function on X, 
with f(0) = 0, such that 
41 v II) <f(v) for all VEX 
Nl v - u II) e If@4 -f(4l for every u E dom f andall VEX 
with (Y and /3 continuous strictly increasing functions % -+ [0, + 001, 
withol(r)--++coasr--t+oOand~(O)=O. 
Let us suppose that there exists an increasing sequence of finite 
dimensional subspaces of X, with lJ X, dense in X. 
The proposition below is a formulation of the classical Ritz approxima- 
tion method of the minimum off. 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that the interior of dom f is non-empty and 
for each n, let f ,  be the function on X defined by 
fn(4 = f  (4 if VEXn, 
fn(4 = +a if wgx,. 
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Then, there exists for each n one and only one vector u,~ E X, which minimizes 
f and u, converges strongly in X as n -+ + co to the (unique) vector 
u”; X which minimizes f. Besides, fn(un) + f(u) as n -+ + CO. 
Proof. Let us consider the space X @ [w and for each n the subspace 
X, @ R of X @ iw. Clearly, we have 
epif, = epifn (X, GJ R) for every n. 
Thus, by Lemma 1.4, epi f = Lim epi f, in X @ [w. The proposition 
is then a consequence of Corollary of Theorem B. 1 
We recall that the closure of a convex function j on X is the (convex 
lower-semicontinuous) function f on X, such that epi f is the closure of 
epi[ in X @ R. 
Proposition 3.4. Let us suppose that X is a Hilbert space and that 
dom f is bounded is X. Let (X,) be as above and, for each n, let P, be the 
orthogonal projection on X,, and f, the closure of the function f,, on X 
defined by 
f”n(v) = inf{f(w): w E X, P,w = v} if v E A;;, 
L(v) = +a ay v $ xn . 
Then, there exists for each n a vector u, E X, which minimizes f,, and u, 
converges strongly in X as n + + co to the (unique) vector u E X which 
minimizes f. Moreover, fn(q) ---f f(u) as 72 --f + co. 
Proof. It is easy to show that epi f, is, for each n, the closure in 
X@R of (P,@I) epif, h w ere I is the identity on [w. It follows from 
Lemma 1.5 that8 
hence also 
epif = Lim(P, @I) epif in X @ R, 
epif = Lim epif, in X 0 Kg 
Now let (T > 0. For any v E X, , there exists w,&,~ E X, with Pnwn,o = v, 
such that 
L(v) ~f@%L,) - 0; 
* Note thatf(v) = lim inff(w) as w ---f u in X. 
9 If (S,) is a sequence of convex subsets of X and S = Lim S, in X, then also 
S = Lim .?, in X. 
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hence, 
Lb4 b 4 %,, II> - fJ 3 4 v II) - IJ for all IZ, 
which implies 
.m) 2 41 v II) for all n. 
Let u E domf, ZI E X. For any D > 0, there exists w, LI E X, with 
p,w,,, = ZI, such that 
f@+L,J - CT d&> ~fe%,cJ 
Therefore, 
Iin@4 -m 3 l”f@LJ -fW - rJ 
2 B(ll wn.cJ - u II> - c7 z B(ll v - p?P II) - 0 
which implies 
hence 
I fn(v> -f(u)l 2 B(Il v - pnu II)1 
lim inflfn(21) -f(u)1 > /3(l/ v - u 11) as n+ $-co 
uniformly with respect to v in a bounded set. 
Therefore Proposition 3.4 follows from Corollary of Theorem B. 1 
Let us remark that these approximation results could be also gener- 
alized to variational inequalities of type (2), by applying the general form 
of Theorem B. 
2. Perturbation of Boundary Value Problems 
Theorem A can be applied to give a result on the continuous 
dependence on the constraints of the solution of a variational problem for 
a non-linear partial differential operator A in R* of type 
Au = c D”A,(x, u ,..., 0%). (3.7) 
u<m 
With notation taken from Section 1, we assume that for each multi- 
index CY, A, is a real function of x E Q and 6 E [Wt (E = number of 
derivations of order <m in IRS), which satisfies the following conditions: 
I IA 
is measurable in x E Q for fixed t E RG and is continuous in 5 E R” for 
\ fixed x E Q; 
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’ A, is of polinomial growth in 8, that is we have 
II ! 
t 
I AAx, 81 < 4 + I 6 P-l), XESZ, [Elf@ 
with 1 <p < +oo andc >O. 
Then, for each u E IV,p(SZ) we have for every a: 
AJX, u,..., D%) E Iq2), with 4 = p(p - 1)-l. 
Therefore, the Dirichlet form 
a(u, v) = c (-l)laf 
! 
- Aa(x, u,..., D’%) D”v dx 
loll<“’ 
is well-defined for all u and v in W “q”(Q) and satisfies an inequality 
such as 
I 4% 4 e g(/l 24 ll?n.P,)li v Ilww (3.8) 
with g(r) a continuous function of r E R. 
Let us notice that the hypothesis II could be considerably weakened 
if the Sobolev embedding theorem is taken in account, see for instance 
F. E. Browder (7). In this paper, and in the paper of Leray-Lions quoted 
above, one can find an extensive discussion of the properties of the 
operator A, in connection with the monotone operators theory. 
Now let X be a closed linear subspace of Wm,~(Q), K a (nonempty) 
closed convex subset of X, (K,) a sequence of (nonempty) closed convex 
subsets of X. 
We can consider the following variational problems for the differential 
operator A: 
(P) 
pe 
b(%V-u)>.(f,v-u) for all VEK; 
(PVJ 
1 
%LEK, 
+n , v - 42) 3 (f, v - %> for all v E K,, 
71 = I, 2,..., where f is a given element in the dual X* of X. 
The inequalities (p) and (p,) can be written as variational inequalities 
of type (I), with respect to the map T of X to X* defined, in virtue of 
(3.0 by 
a(u, v) - (f, v) = (Tu, v> for all U,VEX. 
As a consequence of assumptions I and II above, T is a (bounded) 
continuous map from the strong topology of X to the weak topology of 
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X*. Indeed, u + A,(x, u ,..., Dw) is then a.continuous map of FF*P(SZ) 
to L*(O), see the papers quoted above. 
As we know from Section 0, we have existence and uniqueness of the 
solutions u of (p) and u, of (p,), n = 1, 2,..., provided T is strictly 
monotone and coercive in X. This is clearly the case if the differential 
operator A satisfies condition III below: 
III 
There exists a continuous trictly increasing function y: [0, +co) i--t [0, +oo] 
with y(O) = 0 and y(r) --f + ax us r + + co, such that 
44 u - 4 - 4% u - 4 2 II u - TJ Ilrn.8 All u - n lIm,p> 
for all u, v E x. 
Let us remark that, as far as existence and uniqueness of solutions is 
involved, condition III could be weakened in such a way that only the 
top order derivatives in A are affected by the monotonicity assumption. 
This corresponds to require that T is a semi-monotone operator, see 
again Refs. (7) and (25). 
We are now in position to apply Theorem A of Section 2, taking 
Remark 2.1 into account, and we obtain 
Proposition 3.5. Under the assumptions I, II, and III above, problem 
(p,) has for each n a unique solution u, , and if K, converges to K as 
n -+ + 03 according to Defiliition 1 .l, then u, converges strongly in X as 
n -+ + co to the (unique) solution u of problem (p). 
A first application of Proposition 3.5 is to variational boundary value 
problems for the operator A, with null boundary conditions corre- 
sponding to a closed linear subspace V of Wm*~(sZ), such that 
That is, to the problem 
I 
l.4. E v, 
44 ~1 = (.A 7~) for all z1 E V’, 
where f is a fixed element of X*. 
Let us recall that if 
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then problem (p’) is the variational formulation of the Dirichlet problem 
for the operator A, i.e., 
(4 
\D% =o on ali?, ipj <m--l, 
/Au = f in Q. 
[Herefis a d is ri u ion in Q, whose derivatives of order ,<m belong to t b t’ 
L*(Q)]. We shall call the solution u of (p’), the variational solution of the 
Dirichlet problem (d). 
Now, let (Q,,) b e a sequence of bounded open subsets of R” and 
suppose that for each n the space IVT,“(a,) is isomorphic to a closed 
linear subspace of W~3~(sZ). We identify Wm*P(Dn) with such subspace of 
lVm~‘(sZ), with the norm induced by the norm of Wm*~(J2). 
[For example, we may have 
Q, = i-2 - E, , n = 1, 2,..., 
where (E,) is a sequence of compact subsets of 0. Then, 
W~~“(J2,) can be obviously identified with the closure in 
Wm*~(J2) of all 9 E C,“(Q) with p = 0 on E, .] 
Let V, be for each n a closed linear subspace of Wm,~(Q), with 
W;;lJJ(.n,) c vqL c x c W”q2) for every n, 
and let us consider the variational boundary value problem for the 
operator A, with null boundary conditions corresponding to V,, , i.e., 
the problem 
(P7z’) 
\% E vn , 
t+, , v) = <f, vi for all 2, E li, . 
In case V, = Wr,P(Q,), we have, as above, that U, is the variational 
solution of the Dirichlet problem 
Thus, applying the result stated above, we find 
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions I, II, and III above there exists 
for each n a unique solution u, of problem (p,‘), and zy V = Lim V, in X, 
then u, converges strongly in W “Jo as n + + co to the (unique) solution 
24 of (P’). 
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In the special case in which A is of second order, i.e., m = 1, 
I’ = IQp(sZ) and, for each n, V, = W~9p(sZ - E,), with E, a compact 
subset of Sz, then, taking Lemma 1.8 into account, we obtain 
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions I, II, and III above for the 
operator A, suppose that for any compact subset LR’ of L? we have 
p-cap(& n !2') + 0 as n -+ +co. 
Then, there exists for each n a unique variational solution of the Dirichlet 
problem (d,), where Q, = J2 - E, , and u, converges strongly in W,‘,*(Q) 
to the unique variational solution u of the Dirichlet problem (d). 
Another simple application of Proposition 3.5 arises in connection 
with a variational problem which has been studied by J. L. Lions- 
G. Stampacchia (28). 
Suppose again that A is of second order and let v,, be a fixed function of 
W$P(L2), E a closed subset of Q. 
Let us consider the (closed convex) subset 
K = {v E W~+2): v 3 v. on E} 
of WISP and the problem 
(4 
(uEK, 
1424 0 - u) 3 ( f, v - u> for all v E K, 
where f is a given distribution in the dual of W$P(sZ). 
Now let (vn) be a sequence of functions of Wi,P(s2) and for each n let us 
consider the problem 
(4 
where 
By applying Proposition 3.5 and taking Lemma 1.7 into account, we 
find 
Corollary 3. Under the assumptions I, II, and III, if v,, converges 
strongly to v,, in WtPP(Q) as n -+ + 03, then the (unique) solution u, of 
problem (e,) converges strongly in W,‘2P(sZ) to the (unique) solution u of 
problem (e) as n --f + 00. 
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4. Proof of Theorems A and B 
In this section we shall prove Theorem A and Theorem B of Section 2 
and their corollaries. 
1. Proof of Theorem A 
Lemma 4.1 below is well known; however, we shall give its proof for 
sake of completeness. 
Lemma 4.1. Let T be a map of D( T) in X to Xx; K a subset of D( T). 
I f  T is monotone, then any solution u of inequality (1) is also a solution of the 
inequality 
c TV, v  ~ u:> 3 0 for all v  E h’. (4.1) 
Conversely, if T is hemicontinuous and K is convex, then any solution u in 
K of inequality (4.1) is also a solution of inequality (1). 
Proof. The first part of the lemma is a trivial consequence of the 
monotonicity of T. Conversely, let u E K be a solution of (4.1) and v be 
an arbitrary vector of K. The vector 
v,=tv+(l -t)u, 0<t<l, 
belongs to K for all t, for K is convex. Hence, by (4.1) 
which is to say, 
Therefore, letting t + 0, we find by the hemicontinuity of T, 
Thus u satisfies (1). a 
Lemma 4.2. Under the assumptions I and II (of Section 2), we have 
w-Lim S( Tn , K,) C S( T, K). 
Proof. Let v E K. Since K = Lim K, , there exists for each n a 
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vector vu, E K, , such that v, + v in X as n -+ + CO. Moreover, since 
(2.1) holds, there exists for each n a vector z, E D( T,), such that x, -+ v 
in X and T,z, -+ TV in X* as n -+ + co. For each n and all 
wu, E S(T, , K,), we have 
(Tnwn , vi, - w,> > 0. (4.2) 
By the monotonicity of T, we also have 
[In fact, we have 
< Tnz,, > zn - wn> 3 <Q-n > zn - wn) 
= <Tnwn , vn _ wn> + (Tnwn 3% - vn> 
hence (4.3) follows from (4.211. 
The lemma is trivial if w-G S( T, , K,) = 0. In the opposite case, let 
u E w-Lim S(T, , K,), that is, 
U = w-limu, as h--+$-co, 
with uh E S(TnI1, Knh) for any h = 1, 2 ,... . Since uh E Knh and 
K = Lim K, , we have u E K. Moreove;, by (4.3) we have 
Since (u,J and (z,J are bounded and the mappings T, are uniformly 
bounded, we obtain letting h + + co, 
<Tv,v-u) 20. 
Therefore, u is a solution in K of (4.1), .thus, by Lemma 4.1, u is a 
solution of inequality (l), i.e., u E S(T, K). 1 
Lemma 4.3. Assume I and II (of Section 2). Let vh E S(T,, , KnJ 
for every h, with (S( Tm, , K,J) a subsequence of (S( T, , IQ). Then, 
v E X and V~ -vinXash-++co,impliesvED(T)and 
CTnhvh - Tv,Q--v)+O as h-++co. (4.4) 
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Proof. First we prove that 
lim sup< Tn,vh - Tv,v,-vv)<O as h++cc. (4.5) 
Since K = Lim K, , we have CL: E K and, besides, there exists a vector 
XI& E Knh > for every h, such that zh --f u in X as h + +CCJ. Moreover, 
since vh E S( TTL,, K,J, we have 
<Tnhvh,+, -v,2 20 
for all h. Therefore, 
which implies, by the uniform boundedness of T, (note that (uJ is 
bounded in X), that 
lim sup(T,,v, , vh - v> < 0 as h - +cc. (4.6) 
On the other hand, we have 
lim(Tv, v - v,J> = 0 as A++(=, 
for v/t - u as h + + CO. Hence (4.5) holds. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to apply the following Sublemma, 
that we state formally below because we shall need it later. 
Sublemma. Assume I (of Section 2). Let v,, E D( Tmh) for every h, 
with ( Tnh) a subsequence of (T,). Then, v,~ - v  in X as h + + co, implies 
lim inf<T,*vUk - TV, z+ - v) 3 0 as h + fco. 
Proof. We have v E D(T), 
(Tnhvtt - TV, V~ - vi = (T&Q , oh - v> + (TV, v  - vh) 
and 
(TV, v  - v,)-+O as h-t fco. 
By (2.1) of I, there exists zlc E D( T,*) for every h, such that z,~ - 
(4.7) 
v in X 
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and Tn,zh + TV in X* as h -+ + co. Moreover, by the monotonicity of 
T nh , we have 
(Tn,v, 9 vh - V> = <Tn,,vi, , vh - %) + <Tn,v, > zh - V> 
> (Tn,% , vh - d’ + <Tn,,Vh > zh - 0). 
Therefore, since T xh -+ TV, vh - zh - 0, zh + v and the sequence 
( Tn,v,,) is bounded Fk X*, we find 
lim inf( Tnhvh , v,-v)),O as h++co. 
Thus (4.7) holds. 1 
Proof of (a) of Theorem A. Let u E X, u = w-lim uh in X, with 
WWrLh~ K,,) for every h. Since u E w-Lim S(T, , K,), then, by 
Lemma 4.2, u E S(T, K). Moreover, (2.4) follows from Lemma 4.3. 
Now let us suppose that III of Section 2 holds. Since u E K and (uh) is 
bounded, we have by III, for any u > 0 
for all h > h, , for some h, > 0. Therefore 
ii”h - u 11 < k’(I(Tn,,Uh - Tu, uh - U>l + u) 
for all h > h, , where p-l is the inverse function of ,3. Letting h -+ + co, 
since then (Tnhuh - Tu, uh - u) -+ 0 and 6-l is continuous on @, we 
find 
This implies 11 uh - u 11 + 0 as h --+ + co. [ 
Proof of (b) of Theorem A. Since X is reflexive, then the hypothesis 
(2.5) implies 
w-Lim S(T, , K,) # ia. 
On the other hand, we have by (a) of Theorem A 
w-Lim S(T, , IQ C S(T, K). 
Hence (2.6) holds. Now let us suppose that S(T, K) = {u}, u a vector 
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of X. Let (wJ be a bounded sequence in X, with wh E S(Tnh , K,,) for 
all 4 (SK, y K,h)) a subsequence of (S(T, , K,)). Then, again by the 
reflexivity of X, d follows from (2.6) that w, converges weakly to u in 
Xash++co. 1 
Part (c) of Theorem A follows from the basic existence theorem for 
inequality (1) stated in Subsection 3 of Section 0, and the following 
Proposition 4.1. Let (T,) b e a sequence of uniformly bounded 
mappings from X to X* and K, , for each n, a subset of the domain D( T,) of 
T, . Let us suppose that S( T, , K,) # o for every n and that there 
exists a function y : @+ + (-CO, + CO], with y(r) + + 00 as r -+ + 00, 
such that for any sequence (v,J in X, with v, E K, for each n, there exists a 
bounded sequence (zn) in X, with x, E K, for each n, such that 
II vn - % II r(ll % - .G II) < (Tnvn - Tns , vn - xn> for all n. 
Then, there exists a bounded subset B of X and n,, > 0, such that 
(4.8) 
S(T, , K,) C B for all n > n, . 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove that any sequence (vlJ, with 
v, E S(Tn. , K,) f or every n, is bounded in X. In fact, we know by the 
hypothesis that, for any such (v~), there exist a bounded sequence (xT1) 
in X, z, E K, for every n, such that (4.8) holds. On the other hand we 
have for all n, 
hence 
It follows by (4.8), 
hence (~1~) is bounded. 1 
Proof of(c) of Theorem A. We are supposing that the T, are 
uniformly coercive on K, in X, that is, that IV of Section 2 holds. 
Therefore, by (2.3) d an assumptions I and II, T, is, for each n, a coercive 
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monotone hemicontinuous mapping of the non-empty closed convex 
subset K, of D( T,) into X*. Hence, by the existence theorem for 
inequalities (1) ( see Subsection 3 of Section 0), we have 
Wn , Kn> f % for all 71. 
Now let ZI, E K, for each n, Since 0 E K, for each n, we can satisfy 
(4.8) of Proposition 4.1 by choosing x, = 0 for all n. In fact, by (2.3), 
since (1 T,O (( is uniformly bounded, we have 
II vm II r(ll vn II) G <Tnvn - TnO> vn,> for all 72, 
where 
y(r) = 44 - S;P II TnO IL r 2 0, 
and y(r) -+ + co as I 4 + CD. Therefore (c) follows from Proposition 
4.1. 1 
Proof of Corollary of Theorem A. It suffices to apply Theorem A with 
T = T, for every n. Clearly, assumptions I and II are satisfied. More- 
over, by our assumption on T, III is satisfied with j3 given by /3(y) = rr(~), 
and besides, IV is satisfied, with 01 = y - 11 TO I). Furthermore T is 
strictly monotone, hence S( T, K) consists of a single vector u of K and 
each S(T, K,) of a single vector u, of K, . Therefore, by applying 
successively (c), (b), and (a) of Theorem A, and taking Remark 2.1 into 
account, we find that u, converges strongly to u in X as n 4 + W. 1 
2. Proof of Theorem B 
To deduce Theorem B from Theorem A, we need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. Let (T,) b e a sequence of uniformly .bounded mappings 
from X to X*, with D( T,) the domain of T, . -Let (fn) be a sequence of 
functions on X, with dom f, C D( T,) f OY every n, which converges in the 
sense of Definition 1.4 to a proper function f on X, such that dom f # M . 
If (v,) is a bounded sequence in X, with v, E S( T, , f+J for each n, then 
the sequence (f,Jv,)) is bounded in 58. 
Proof. Let v0 E dom f. Since f = Lim fn in X, there exists a sequence 
(xn) in X, such that z, -+ v,, in X and 
lim sup f&J < f(vd = n - + 02 
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(see Lemma 1 .lO). Since V~ E S( T, ,f,) for every n, we have for all 
VEX 
(Q4f > ‘u - Ifn> xzb%) -fn(4 
hence, for all n large enough, 
f&J < Tnvn > 2, ~ vn> +fn(+J- 
Therefore, since (v,,) and (zn) are bounded in X and, by the uniform 
boundedness of T, , ( Tnvm) is bounded in X”, we find 
lim sup fn(vn) < +a, as n + +oO, 
forf(v,) < + co. On the other hand, we have 
liminff,(v,) > --Co as 11+ +c0. 
In fact, if lim inffn(vn) = -GO, there exists a subsequence (fh’(vk’)) of 
(fn(vn)) such that 
flb’bh’) +--co as h+-tCO. 
Since (v~‘) is bounded in X and X is reflexive, there exists a subsequence 
(v;L,) of (bud’) which converges weakly in X to a vector w of X. Since 
f, of in X, we have, again by Lemma 1 .lO, 
f(w) < lim inff;k(vjp) as k - +a, 
hence f(w) = - co, which is a contradiction, for f is proper. 1 
Proof of Theorem B. Let us consider, with notation from Subsection 9 
of Section 0: 
The space X @ R; the mappings T @ 1 and T, @ 1, n = 1, 2 ,..., 
from X @ R to X* @ R; the subsets epi f and epi fn , n = 1, 2,..., of 
X@ Ft. 
By the assumptions I and II’ of Theorem B, we know that T @ 1 is 
monotone and hemicontinuous; (T, @ 1) is a sequence of uniformly 
bounded monotone hemicontinuous mappings, such that 
G(T@l)Cs-LimG(T,@l) in (X@R) x (X*008) 
Moreover, epi f and all epi fiL , n = 1, 2,..., are closed convex subsets of 
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X @ R, with epif C D( 7’ @ 1) and epif, C D( 5”, @ 1) for every n, and 
we have 
epif= Limepif, in X@R, 
in the sense of Definition 1.1. 
Thus, we can apply Theorem A to the case at hand and we find what 
follows: 
(a’) If (uh , olh) E S( Tn, @ 1, epif%,) for every h, with 
a subsequence of (S( Z’, @ 1, epifn)), and (uh , cub} - {u, a} in X @ R 
as h + + co, then (u, a> E S( T @ 1, epif) and 
(b’) If there exists a bounded subset B, of X @ R and n,, > 0, 
such that 
S(T, 0 1, epif,) n B, # m for all n > no , 
then there exists at least one solution (u, a} E S(T @ 1, epif), and we 
have 
0 # w-LimS(T,@l,epif,)CS(T@l,epif). 
Moreover, if S( T @ 1, epif) consists of the single vector {u, 01}, then, 
for any sequence ({zuh , &I), with (wh, t%J E S(T,, 0 1, epifnh) for 
every h, which is bounded in X @ R, we have {wh , fib} -?r {u, a} in 
X@Rasn++co. 
At this point it is easy to show, taking the remarks of Subsection 9 of 
Section 0 and Lemma 4.4 into account, that (a’) and (b’) above are 
equivalent to (a) and (b) of Theorem B. 
The proof of (c) of Theorem B follows, as in case of Theorem A, from 
the basic existence theorem for inequalities of type (2) that we have 
stated in Section 0 and the following proposition, which generalizes 
Proposition 4.1. 
Proposition 4.2. Let (T,) be a sequence of uniformly bounded 
mappings from X to X* and, for each n, let f, be a function on X, with 
domf, C DK)f or every n. Let us suppose that S( T, , f,) # 0 for every n, 
and that there exists a function y : fi+ -+ (- 00, + co], with y(r) -+ + 00 
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as r + + co such that for any sequence (vJ in X, with v, E dom f, for 
every n, there exists a bounded sequence (zn) in X, x, E D( T,,) for each n, 
such that 
Ilv, - xn !I r(ll vn - G It) < <Tnv, - T,F,, t v, - .G> +fn(vn) -f&n) 
for all n. (4.9) 
Then, there exists a bounded subset B of X, such that 
S( T, , fn) C B JOY all n large enough. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that any sequence (an), with vu, E S( T, , fn) 
for every n, is bounded in X. 
By the hypothesis, there exists a bounded sequence (an) in X, 
a, E D( T,), such that (4.9) holds. On the other hand, we have for each n, 
since fn(w,,) -C + 00 and fn(.Q < + a, 
hence 
It follows, by (4.9), that 
Y(l/ VT1 - 2, II) G /I Tnzn II whenever v,, + %I 1 
what implies that (vJ is bounded. fl 
Proof of(c) of Theorem B. Since f is proper, f + + CO, and fyL + f, 
then everyf, is proper for all n large enough, (see Remark 1.6). Moreover, 
condition IV’ implies that every couple T, , f, satisfies the coerciveness 
condition of the existence theorem for inequalities (2) stated in Sub- 
section 7 of Section 0. Therefore, we have S( T, ,fn) # 0 for all large n. 
Furthermore, for any (vn) as in Proposition 4.2, we can satisfy to (4.9) 
with a suitable y, by choosing .a, = 0 for all n (recall that we are 
supposing f,(O) = 0 f or all n), because the T, are uniformly bounded 
and IV’ holds. Therefore, we have by Proposition 4.2 
S(Tn ,.f,J C B 
for some bounded subset B of X and all n large enough. 1 
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Thus the proof of Theorem B is now complete. 
Proof of Corollary of Theorem B. The hypothesis (2.11) implies 
by II’, that there exists a bounded closed convex subset B of X, with 
dom f n int B # 0, such that 
S(O,fJ C B for all n large enough. (4.10) 
We recall that S(0, f,) coincides for each n with the set of all vectors of X 
which minimize fn on X, see Subsection 7 of Section 0. 
Let us consider for each n the function jm that coincides with f, on B 
and is E + co outside B. jn is, for each n large enough, a proper convex 
lower-semicontinuous function on X, for fn is such. Moreover, dom jn is 
bounded and non-empty. Thus, by the existence Theorem quoted in 
Subsection 7 of Section 0, S(0, j,) is non-empty and, by (4.10), 
S(0, fi) C B for all n large enough. 
Furthermore, by the assumption of the corollary, j, converges as 
n -+ + CO to the function j, which coincides with f on B and is = + CO 
outside a. The function j is proper, strictly convex and lower-semi- 
continuous for f is such, and dom f # RI. Thus, jand j, satisfy condition 
II’ of Section 2 and to prove the corollary it suffices to apply successively 
(b) and (a) of Th eorem B, with T, = T = 0 for every n, taking into 
account that S(0, j) = S(0, f) consists of the single vector which 
minimizes f on X and that condition III’ of Section 2 specializes to the 
hypothesis (2.12) of the corollary. [ 
5. Non-Coercive Mappings, Non-Unique Solutions 
In this section we extend the results of Section 2 to the case in which 
T may be non-coercive in X and the solution of problem (1) non-unique. 
Let us remark, before, that when the hypotheses III, and IV of 
Theorem A are not satisfied and we do not know that the solution of (1) 
is unique, then we can only conclude, on the basis of Theorem A, 
that any bounded sequence in X of approximating solutions u, (i.e., 
u, c S(Tn , Kz)) h as a subsequence which converges weakly in X to 
a solution of (1). 
We shall improve this result, by making use of the so called “elliptic 
regularization”, which is the standard device for dealing with the 
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“degenerate” case at hand (see references mentioned in Subsections 4 
and 8 of Section 0). 
It consists in adding to each T, a perturbation n-“M, with 01 > 0 and 
M a coercive map of X to X *, then solving for each n the problem 
w, E Kn: ((T, + n~M)w~, v  - w,> > 0 for all v 5 K, 7 
and finally letting n + + co. 
We shall see that the method is successful, provided T, converges to T 
and K, to K rapidly enough, as n -+ + co, in order that T,, + n-NM 
still acts coercively in X while T, approaches T and K, approaches K. 
Now we state our results with more details. Let us suppose that the 
following strenghtened version I, and II, of 1 and II are satisfied: 
I 
T and T,, , n = 1, 2 ,..., aye as stated in I of Section 2. In addition, T is 
11 
bounded and there exists 01 > 0 such that for any v  E D(T) we have 
0 E s-Lim inf na(G(T,) - {v, TV}) in X x X*. (5.1) 
According to our notation of Subsection 1 of Section 1, (5.1) means 
that there exists ZI, E D( T,), for all n > n, , n, > 0, such that 
nyv, - v) --f 0 (strongly) in X as n -+ + co, (5.1’) 
na( T,v, - TV) + 0 (strongly) in X* as n --+ + co. (5.1”) 
K and K, , n = I, 2 ,..., are as stated in II of Section 2. In addition, 
there exists a: > 0 such that K, converges to K of order >, a in X as 
n + +m, i.e., 
ne[K, -K]+O as n+ +co, 
in the sense of Definition 1.3 of Section 1. 
Clearly, we can assume that a in I, and II, is the same. 
Now we suppose that 
(4 
M is a bounded, monotone hemicontinuous map of X to X*, such that if 
S,, = S(T, K), then S(M, S,,) consists at most of a single vector (for 
example, let T or M be strictly monotone) 
without requiring, for the moment, that M be coercive. 
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Let us consider for each n the map 
A, = T, + n-aM 
from X to X*, with domain D(A,) = D( Tni), and the problem 
(5.2) 
w, E K,: (A,w, , v  - w,> 3 0 for all v  E K,, . (5.31, 
We shall prove, in particular, that any bounded sequence of solutions 
w, of (5.3)n converges weakly to the (unique) solution wO of inequality (l), 
such that 
w. E S(T, K): (Mw, , v  - w,,) > 0 for all v E S(T, K). 
Moreover, 
<Mw, - Mw, , w, - wO) --f 0 as n-++oo, 
hence w, converges strongly to wO in X as n + + CO, whenever M 
satisfies the condition 
1 
If (v~) is a sequence in X which converges weakly to a vector v  E X, and, 
III, besides, is such that (Mv~ - Mv, v, - v) --f 0 as n --+ + co, then v, 
converges strongly to v  in X as n + +m. 
If, in addition, M is coercive in X, then such is every A,, hence, 
by the existence theorem, there exists for each n a solution w, of problem 
(5.3)n . In part (c) of Th eorem C below, we prove that if we know that 
inequality (1) has a solution, that is, S(T, K) # M , and IV, , IV, , IV, 
below are satisfied, then the sequence (w,) is bounded in X. The 
conditions are as follows: 
There exists a non-decreasing function r+~ : R+ --t R+, with 
limr/s)(r) < $-cc as r-+ fee, 
such that 
(5.4) 
IV, I 
Either (5.1”) holds with V~ = v  for every n and K C K, for every n, or 
II T,PJ II < ~(11 v II) for SKY n and all ZJ E WA 
For any sequence (wn), w, E K, for each n and /I w, II --t +cc as n - + co, 
there exists a sequence (zn) in K, such that 
lim sup nail z, - wn Ilidl eu, II) < +m as n-+ +a 
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Clearly IV, is trivially satisfied if K, C K for every n (for then we can 
choose Z, = won). 
All these results are given in the following 
Theorem C. Let us suppose that I, and II, hold, M satisfies (m) and 
A, isgiven for each n by (5.2). Then we have: 
ca) If wh E s(Anh ? Kmh) for every h, with (S(A,+, , K+)) a sub- 
sequence of (W, , K)), and w,, converges weakly to a vector w of X as 
h + + 00, then w coincides with the (unique) solution w,, of 
w,,ES(T,K): (Mw,,v-ww,) 20 for all v E S(T, K) (5.5) 
and, besides, 
<Mw,-Mw,,w,-Q-t0 as h++oo. (5.6) 
Thus, wh converges strongly to w0 in X, whenever iI has the property III, . 
(b) Suppose that there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0, 
such that 
S(A, > KJ n B # 0 for all n > no . 
Then, there exists w,, satisfying the inequality (5.5) and, furthermore, any 
bounded sequence (wt), with wi E S( Tni , K,J for every j ad (S( Tnj , KJ 
a subsequence of (S( T, , IQ), converges weakly to w,, . 
(c) If S(T, K) # o and conditions IV, , IV, and IV, are satis$ed, 
then there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0, such that 
o # S(A, , K,) C B for all n > n, . 
Remark 5.1. Part (a) of Theorem C holds even if X is not reflexive, 
as it will be clear from the proof of the theorem that will be given in the 
following section. Part (c) of Theorem C can be somewhat generalized, 
see Proposition 6.1. * 
Let us recall that a duality mapping of a Banach space X into X*, 
with gauge function a given real-valued continuous strictly increasing 
function x of r 2 0, such that x(0) = 0 and X(r) -+ + GO as r -+ + CO, 
is a map J of X into X*, such that 
<.h v> = II .Jv II II 22 I/ 
II Jv II = x(ll v II) 
* Finally, let us note that assumption II’ requires, in particular, that 0 E s-Lim n” 
(K, - v) for all u E K. Actually, as it will be clear from the proof of Theorem C, it is 
sufficient that the condition above only holds for every Y E S(T, K). This can be useful 
whenever regularity properties of the solutions are known. 
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for all w E X. We refer to (10) and (II) f or a discussion of the properties 
of these mappings. We recall here that if X is uniformly convex and X* 
is strictly convex, then there exists for each given gauge function x one 
and only one duality mapping J of X into X*, and such J is bounded, 
coercive, strictly monotone and continuous from the strong topology of X 
to the weak topology of X *. Besides, J has the following property: If 
(v,) is a sequence in X which converges weakly to a vector z1 of X and 
(1~ - Iv, v, - a) + 0 as n -+ + co, then (a,) converges strongly to 
v in X. 
By using this notion of duality mapping, we obtain from Theorem C 
the following 
Corollary of Theorem C. Let us suppose that I, and II, hold and 
that X is uniformly convex and X* is strictly convex. Furthermore, let us 
suppose that S( T, K) # o and that there exists a real-valued continuous 
strictly increasing function y of Y  >, 0, with ~(0) = 0 and 
lim r/v(r) < $-co as Y  -+ +oo, 
such that IV, and IV, holds. Let J be the duality mapping of X into X* with 
gauge function v. Then, there exists for each n > no > 0 a unique solution 
wn of 
w, E K,: ((T, + ndJ)w,, , v - wn) >, 0 for all v  E K, . (5.7)n 
Such a w, converges strongly in X as n -+ + CO to the unique solution w0 of 
w,ES(T,K): (Jw,,w-ww,)>O for all w E S(T, K). (5.8) 
Moreover, 
(Jw~‘ - JwO , w,, - w,,) - 0 as n - + 00. (5.9) 
Now we state the analogue of Theorem C for inequalities of type (2). 
While I, is unchanged, II, must be replaced by 
f  and ( fn) are as stated in II’ of Section 2. In addition, there exists 01 > 0 
such that 
II,’ 
n”[fn -f]-0 as n+ +co 
in the sense of Definition 1.5. 
We shall assume that the 01 in I, and II,’ is the same. 
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The inequality (5.3)n are now replaced by 
% E x : <&% 3 v - %> 2f&%> -fn(v) for all v  E X; 
i.e., w, E WA, ,f,), w h ere again A, is given for each n by (5.2) and M 
satisfies 
Cm’) 
\M is a bounded monotone hemicontinuous map of X to X*, such that 
(S(M, S,) consists at most of a single vector, where S, = S(T,f). 
Clearly the last condition in (m’) is satisfied whenever M is strictly 
monotone, or when either T is strictly monotone or f is strictly convex. 
Condition III, is replaced by 
/ If (vn) is a sequence in X which converges weakly to a vector v  of X and, 
III,’ 
I 
besides, fn(v) -f(v) and (Mv, - Mv, v, - v) --, 0 as n 4 +co, then 
(vn) converges strongly to v  in X. 
Finally, condition IV, remains unchanged, again with y a non- 
decreasing function of R+ in R+ which satisfies (5.4), while conditions 
IV, and IV, must be replaced by 
IV,’ 
\ Either (5.1”) holds with v, = v  for every n and epi f  2 epi fn for all n, 
1 or /I T,{v 11 < ~(11 v  11) for every n and all v  E D(T,). 
For any sequence (v+J in X with 11 V~ /I- + CC as n - + oc), and any 
IV,’ 
v  E D( T), there exists a sequence (zn) in S, such that 
lim sup na{(Tv, z, - v,i +f(4 -fn(v+JH~(l/ v, II) < 3 ~0 
asn+ +co. 
Clearly IV,’ is trivially satisfied, with z, = TJ, for every n, if 
domf, C domf for all n. 
Theorem D. Let us suppose that T and (T,) satisfy I, , f and (fJ 
satisfy II,‘, 44 is as stated in (m’) and that A, is given for each n by (5.2). 
Then we have 
(4 If wh E J%Ch7 f,,) for every h, with (S(A+ , f,,)) a subsequence 
of (S(A,, , f,)), and wh converges weakly to a vector w of X as h -+ + co, 
then w coincides with the (unique) solution wo of 
w,ES(T,f): (MwO,w-wJ30 for all w E S(T, f) (5.10) 
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and, besides, 
fnh(%) +fhJ) (5.11) 
(Mw,-Mw,,w,-ww,)+O (5.12) 
as h -+ + 00. Thus, wh converges strongly to w0 in X, provided property 
III,’ holds. 
(b) Suppose that there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0, 
such that 
W,,f,)nB # o for all n > no . (5.13) 
Then, there exists w, satisfying (5.10) and, furthermore, any bounded 
sequence (wi), with wj E S(Anj , fnj) for every j and (S(Amj ,fnj)) a sub- 
sequence of (S(A, , f,)), converges weakly to w0 . 
(c) I f  S(T, f) # .D and conditions IV, , IV;’ and IV,’ are satisfied, 
then there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0, such that 
0 # S(A,,f,)CB forall n >n,. 
Remark 5.2. The hypothesis of reflexivity of X is unnecessary in 
part (a) of Theorem D. Moreover, (c) can be generalized to Proposition 
6.1 of the following section, see Remark 5.1. 
Remark 5.3. When T, = T and fn = f  for all n, q(r) = r and M is 
a map of improvability, see Ref. (14), then Theorem C specializes to 
Theorem 1 of Ref. (14) (for a bounded T). 
Corollary of Theorem D. Let us suppose that X is uniformly 
convex, X* is strictly convex, f  and (f,) satisfy II,’ and IV,’ with v(r) z r 
and T = 0. Moreover, let f  have a minimum in X and let J be the duality 
mapping of X into X* with gauge function v(r) E r. Then, there exists 
for each n one and only one solution w, E X of 
fn(wn) <fn(v) + n-YJ=b , v  - w,> for all v  E X. 
Such a w, converges strongly in X to the vector w0 of X, uniquely deter- 
mined, which minimizes f  on X and satis$es 
(Iwo, w - wo) > 0 
for all vectors w of X minimizing f  on X. Moreover, fn(wn) + f(wo) and 
(Jwn - Jw, 3 w, - wo)+O as n--t +oo. 
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6. Proofs of Theorems C and D 
We shall prove below Theorem C and Theorem D of Section 5 and 
their corollaries. 
Proof of (a) of Theorem C. The mappings T and (A,) satisfy the 
assumption I of Theorem A. Indeed, we have for each 12, 
A, = T,, + PM, Wn) = WTn), (6.1) 
where pi > 0, T and (TJ are as stated in I of Section 2 and M is as 
stated in (m) of Section 5. Therefore, (A,) is a sequence of monotone 
hemicontinuous mappings from X to X*, which are uniformly bounded 
in X and, by (5.1) satisfy 
G(T) C s-Lim G(A,) in X x X*. 
Since, in virtue of II, , the assumption II of Theorem A is also satisfied, 
we can apply Theorem A to the mappings T and (A,) and to the sets K 
and (K,). It follows, by (a) of that theorem, that if w and (wh) are as 
stated in (a) of Theorem C, then 
WES(T, K). 
We shall prove below that for any v E S( T, K), 
lim sup<Mw, , wh - v) <O as h++cc. (6.2) 
Once (6.2) is achieved, the proof of (a) of Theorem C can be concluded 
as follows. 
By the monotonicity of M, (6.2) implies 
lim sup(Mv, w,, - v) < 0 as h---f + CO, 
hence, since w,! - w as h ---f + co, 
< Mv, v - W) 3 0 
for all ZJ E S(T, K). S ince M is hemicontinuous and S( T, K) is convex 
(see Subsection 3 of Section 0), it follows by Lemma 4.1, 
<Mw,v -w) >O, 
thus, by the last property of M stated in (m), w coincides with the unique 
solution w0 of (5.5). 
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To prove the remaining part of (a), let us put ZI = w,, in (6.2). Since 
w,-w,ash++co,wefind 
limsup(Mw,-Mw,,wo,-w,,)<O as h++co 
hence, by the monotonicity of M, (5.6) holds, what implies in turn, that 
wh converges strongly to w0 in X as h + + co, provided M has the 
property III, . 
Therefore, it remains to prove that (6.2) holds for every ZI E S(T, K). 
Let us show that we are led to a contradiction, by assuming that there 
exists a vector o,, E S(T, K) and a subsequence (wi’) of (We), with 
wi’ = wh, for every j, such that 
lim(Mwj’, wj’ - q,) > 0 as j --+ + co. (6.3) 
Since K, converges of order >a to K as n + + 00, there exists for 
every j a vector uj E Kj , where j = nh, , such that 
ja(21j-qJ-+O inXas j++co. (6.4) 
Moreover, we have 
(Ajwj’, Vj - Wj’) > 0 for all j, 
for wj’ E S(A, , Kj). Therefore, 
(Ajwj’, ‘Vo - Wj’} $- (AJw~‘, Vj - ~0) 3 0, 
which is to say, by (6. I), 
(TjWj’, Wj’ - 2’0) f3-“(M~j’, Wj’ - Vo) < (A Wj’, Vi - Do), (6.5) 
for all j. 
On the other hand, again since K, converges of order >a to K as 
n 4 + co, there exist a sequence (x~) of vectors of K and a subsequence 
(w(J of (We’), such that 
.7,a(z, - w;J - 0 in X as e-+ +cn (6.6) 
Moreover, we have 
(TV,,+--v,) 30 for every l, 
for v,, E S( T, K). Therefore, 
(Tv,,v, - w;‘,> < <TV,, , ze - w;~) for every 8. (6.7) 
6071314-1 I 
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Furthermore, by (5.1) of assumption I, , there exists for each G a 
vector xl E D( TJ,), such that 
$“(xc - vJ + 0 in X as t-t +m, 6-W 
&“( T- xf ’ / - TV,) + 0 
in X* as t+ +co. (6.9) 
Now, by (6.7) we have 
CTjpt 9 x8 - w,;) + (TV, - TJfxf , x/ - w&j + (TV, , v,, - xe) 
< (TV, > Zf - w,‘,> (6.10) 
and by (6.5), 
for every /. 
Adding (6.10) to (6.11) and taking the monotonicity of TJf into 
account, we find 
(Mw;/ , w;{ - v,J Q.,“{(Tvo - Tjpp , w,:/ - 4) + (TV, - Tj/w;, , xr ~ q,‘. 
+ (TV, , .z/ - w;,> + (AT/w;/ , vji - v,)}. (6.12) 
Letting / + + CO, we find that the first term on the right-hand side of 
the inequality above goes to zero, because of (6.9) and the boundedness 
in X of (w;,) and (xc); the second term goes to zero, because of (6.8) and 
the boundedness in X* of (T,,wJJ; the third term goes to zero, because of 
(6.6); finally, the last term also goes to zero, because of (6.4) and the 
boundedness of (AQ.u~J in X*. Thus, 
lim sup(A&$~ , wJ, - VJ < 0 as /+ + co, 
which contradicts (6.3). 1 
Proof of(b) of Theorem C. By the hypothesis of(b) and the reflexivity 
of X, there exists a sequence (wh) satisfying the hypothesis of (a) of 
Theorem C. Hence, by (a), there exists a (unique) vector w0 which is a 
solution of (5.5). Moreover, it is easy to show that the last conclusion of 
(b) is again a consequence of (a) and the reflexivity of X. 1 
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Proof of(c) of Theorem C. If M is coercive, such is for each 12 the 
(monotone hemicontinuous) map A, given by (6.1). Since K, is for 
every 12 large enough a non-empty closed convex subset of 
D(A,) = D( T,) and X is reflexive, it follows by the existence theorem 
for inequality (l), that 
WL , K?) f @ for all 11 large enough. 
It remains to prove that, in consequence of the hypotheses S( T, K) # 0, 
IV, , IV, and IV, , there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0, 
such that 
for all n > n0 . 
Clearly, it suffices to show that we find a contradiction if we suppose 
that there exists a sequence (w,), with wh E S(Amh, Knh) for every h, 
w%Lh 1 K,h)) a subsequence of (S(A, , K,)) such that 
(6.13) 
Let us choose a vector w,, E S(T, K). By II, , there exists for each h a 
vector zlh E Knh , with zlh = w0 if KC K, for all 12, such that 
nhoLIlv)lh -ww,I/--+O as h-+ t-00 (6.14) 
and, by IV, , there exists a sequence (xh) in K, such that 
Moreover, by I, , there exists for each h a vector xh E D( T,J, such that 
nhallxh-wo/I+O as h+ +a, (6.15) 
nho’llTnhxh-Tw,,(l-+O as h++co (6.16) 
[with, possibly, xh = w0 for every h, in case (5.1”) holds with ZI, = u for 
every n]. 
By an argument quite similar to the one used to prove (6.12) in Proof 
of (a) of Theorem C, one finds 
(Mw,, , wh - wo> < nhmi(<T% - Tnhxh , wh - %> + <Two - Tnhwh , xh - %> 
+ (Two, zh - %) + Unp,c 9 vh - wri)); 
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hence 
<m% I =‘&?-‘(I~ % 11) < nkall Two - Tnh% 11 [ I !  wh ii/d/i wh 11) + 11 xh ilid wh ii)] 
+ [II Two il/‘?‘(il wh 11) + 11 Tnhwh ii/d wh ii>lnhail xh - w. /I 
+ 11 Two /I %?I xh - wh ii/d wh 11) 
+ [iI TnhWh 11/d/ wh il>l nhali ‘h - we /I 
+ [iI Mwh #?dl wh ii)1 11 Oh Ii* (6.17) 
Letting h --f + co, one finds that the first term on the right-hand side 
of the inequality above, goes to zero in virtue of (6.16), the boundedness 
of (11 xh 11) and the property (5.4) of 9; the second term also goes to zero, 
because of (6.15), (5.4) and IV, ; the third term is bounded (as h + + CO), 
in virtue of IV, ; the fourth term goes to zero, because of (6.14) and IV, ; 
finally, the last term also goes to zero, because of (6.14) and IV, . It 
follows 
lim q~(~w~ , wh>/e(ll wh II) < +a as 13 - +a, 
and this, by (6.13), contradicts IV, . 1 
Proof of Corollary of Theorem C. By the properties of J that we have 
summarized before the Corollary of Theorem C in Section 5, we can 
apply Theorem C, with M = J satisfying (m), III, and IV, . Therefore, 
since A,, = T,, + npeJ is strictly monotone for every n, it follows from 
(c) of that theorem that there exists for each n one and only one solution 
w, of (5.7), and the sequence (wJ is bounded in X. Thus, by (b), w, 
converges weakly in X as n 4 + 00 to the (unique) solution w. of (5.8), 
hence, by (a), w, converges strongly in X to w. as n -+ + a3 and (5.9) 
holds. 1 
Proof of Theorem D. We shall deduce (a) and (b) of Theorem D from 
(a) and (b) of Th eorem C by the same argument that we have used in 
Section 4 to deduce Theorem B from Theorem A. 
Under the assumption I, and II,‘, it is easy to show that the mappings 
T@l,M@Oand 
A,@1 = T,@l fn-“M@O, n = 1, 2,..., 
satisfy the hypothesis I, of Theorem C, with X replaced by X @ R 
(notation of Section 0). Let us only notice that, by (m’), M @ 0 is a 
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bounded monotone hemicontinuous map of X @ R to X* @ R, such 
that 
where S,, = S(T @ 1, epif), consists at most of a single vector. [In 
fact, 
tw, 4 E S( T 0 1, epif ) and <M 0 0 (w, 4, h B) - tw, 4) 3 0 
for all {v, /?} E S( T @ 1, epif), is equivalent to 
w~S(T,fh OL =fW and (Mw, v - w> 3 0 
for all z, E S(T,f), h ence, by (m’), such a vector (w, a) is uniquely deter- 
mined]. 
Moreover, epif and epi f, satisfy, by II,‘, the hypothesis II, for the 
case at hand. 
Therefore, we can apply Theorem C, with X replaced by X @ Iw. 
T by T @ 1, A, by A, @ 1, K by epi f and K, by epi fn , Thus (a) and 
(b) of Theorem D can be obtained, by taking Lemma 4.4 into account, 
from (a) and (b) of Theorem C, respectively, as we shall show below with 
more details. 
Proof of (a) of Theorem D. Let (wJ be a sequence in X satisfying the 
hypothesis of (a). Since (wJ is bounded, then, by Lemma 4.4, (fn,(wh)) 
is also bounded; hence there exists a subsequence (whj) of (wh) such that 
wh, -1 w and I 
fnhJwhj> - ‘% 
c1 E 63, asj -+ + 00. Since 
for every j, by applying (a) of Theorem C one finds that (w, a> coincides 
with the unique solution (w,, , a,) E S(T @ 1, epif) of the inequality 
WOOh, 4, e-4 6 - C% 7 %lD 2 0 for all (v, /3} E S( T @ 1, epi f ) 
which is to say, w = w0 E S(T,f), iy = a0 = f(w,) and 
Wwo, v - WJ 3 0 for all v  E S(T,f). 
Thus, w coincides with the solution w0 of (5.10). Besides, by the unique- 
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ness of eo, , we havefn.h(zuh) +f(zu,,) as h ---f + co. Finally, (5.12) follows 
trivially from (5.6) of Theorem C in the case at hand, and the last 
assertion of (a) is obvious. 1 
Proof of (b) of Theorem D. By the hypothesis (5.13) of (b) and 
Lemma 4.4, there exists a bounded subset B, of X @ [w and n, > 0, 
such that 
S(A, @ 1, epifn) n B, # D for all n > n, . 
Hence (b) of Theorem D follows from (b) of Theorem C. 1 
Part (c) of Theorem D is a special case of the following 
Proposition 6.1. Let T be a map from a normed space X to X*, 
f  a proper function on X with dom f # 0, and suppose 
Let (T,) be a sequence of monotone mappings from X to X”, M a map of 
X into X* and for a given CY > 0 let for each n, 
A,, = T, + PM, 
with D(A,) = D(T,J. M oreover, let fn. be for every n a proper function on 
X with dom f ,  # 0, and suppose that 
Wn >.LJ f  JJ for all n. 
Let us suppose that there exists a non-negative function q of r > 0, with 
lim r/p)(r) < +co as r--f +co, (6.18) 
such that for each w E S( T, f) and any sequence (wn), with 
for every n and Ij w, /I + + CO as n + + co, the following conditions 
fi, ,...) it?, hold: 
16, i <Mw,, wn 
- v,)/fp(I1 w, 11) + + co as n -+ +oo jbr any bounded 
I sequence (vn) in X. 
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Either w E D( T,) for all n and 
lim sup nail T,w - Tw (1 < +a, us n-+ +a, 
or there exists x, E D(T,) for every n, such that 
lim sup nmll x, - w 11 < +co 
lim sup nail T,x, - Tw 11 < +co 
and, besides, 
lim sup/l T,w, II/d11 w, II) -c +a 
asn+ fco. 
There exists a bounded sequence (v~) in X, such that 
lim sup n”{(T,w, , V~ - w> + fa’n(%> - f W>/dll %a II) < + co 
asn-+ +co. 
17, 
There exists a sequence (zn) in X, such that 
lim SUP 4<% z, - w,J +fC4 -fn@41/~(II wn II> -c +a 
asn-+ fco. 
Then, there exists a bounded subset B of X and n, > 0, such that 
S(A,,f,)CB foral2 n>n,. 
Remark 6.1. The hypothesis 17; is trivially satisfied if 
epi f  C epi fn for all n, 
for then-we can take ZI, = w for every n. On the other hand, the hypo- 
thesis IV, is satisfied whenever 
epi f ,  C epi f  
by taking z, = w, for every n. 
for all n, 
Proof. Let us suppose that there exists a sequence (wJ in X, with 
wh E 5’(Amh ,fn,) for every h and (S(&, ,f,,)) a subsequence of 
(f%% ,fd, such that II wh II + +co as h -+ +co, and let us show that 
this leads to a contradiction. 
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Let us c_hoose w E S( T,f) and let (zln) be a (bounded) sequence in X, 
such that I?; holds. We have for every h, 
<An,w, , *nh - Wh) >fn*(Wh) -fnJ%J> 
hence also, 
G’n,w, , w - wd + (Tnhwh , vTsh - 4 + ni”(~wh , vnh - wh) 
2 &(Wh) - fnh(%h>. 
Moreover, let (xn) satisfy II?, . We have for every h, 
iTw, znh - w> 3 f(w) -f&J; 
hence also, 
<Tw, w,, - w> + <Tw, znll - w/l) 2fW - f(%/J. 
By I?r’, there exists x, E D(T,) such that 
lim sup na/l xvL - w // < +a, 
lim sup nail Tnx, - Tw 11 < +a 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
as n +- + 00. We assume x, = w for all n, if w E D( T,) for all 71. From 
(6.19) we obtain, since bothf,,JwJ andf,JvJ are finite, 
<Tn,w,G , wh - xn,, + (Tnhw,t > x,,, - w> + (Tnhwh , w - vn,, 
+ n,“(Mw, 9 Wh - vn,? G fnh(%J - &(Wh) (6.23) 
and from (6.20), sincef(w) -C + 00 andf(.a%J < + co, 
<Tn,xn, > xnh - w,,? + (Tw - Tn,xn, , xnh - wh? + iTw, w - x,,> 
+ <Tw,  wh - %,> <ff(%,) -f(W). (6.24) 
Adding (6.23) to (6.24) we find by the monotonicity of Tn, , 
cMwh , wh - %,) < nhoiKTw - L,x,, , wh - Xnh> + VW - Tnh%, Gh- W> 
+ lTnhWh > %h - w> + fV&%h) -few) 
+ ,‘Tw, znh - wh) +f(%h> -,i~h(~h)>; 
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hence, 
(Mw, 9 wh - %,,)/~(i/ wh 11) < %=ii T w  - TTthxflh iit wh I/ + 11 xnh Il)/a(li wh ii> 
+ nhalj x”Lh - W il(il T w  11 + 11 Tnh% il)/P)(II wh 11) 
f nhm[(Tnhwh , %,, - w> + .fi&hh> -f(w)l/~(il wh 11) 
+ nh%Tw, znh - wh) +f(‘%h> - f,Lh(wh)l/‘p(I~ wh iI)* 
Now we let h -+ + 00 in the inequality above. Then, both the first 
and second term of the right member are kunded by (6.22), (6.21) and 
(6.18); the thid term is also bounded by IV;; finally, the last term is 
bounded by IV,. Thus, we find 
as h + + 00, which contradicts IyO . 1 
Proof of (c) of Theorem D. The map M of Theorem D satisfies, by 
IV,, , the hypothesis I?, of PropositionA. 1, and the mapping T and T, 
satisfy, by I, and IV,‘, the hypothesis IV,’ of that proposition.lo Since 
by II,’ we have n”[fn -f] -+ 0 as n -+ + co, then there exists, by 
Lemma 1 .l 1, a sequence (7~~) in X, such that 
@(I q - w  I\ --f 0 
lim sup nTl&J -f(w)1 < 0 
as n -+ + co; besides, we have, by IV,‘, 
lim SUPI/ Ten Il/~)(ll wn II) < + CO 
as n---t + cc. Thus the hypothesis %i” of Proposition 6.1 is also satisfied. 
Finally, IV,’ clearly implies 17, . Therefore (c) of Theorem D follows 
from Proposition 6.1 and the existence theorem stated in Subsection 7 
of the Introduction. m 
Proof of Corollary of Theorem D. It suffices to apply Theorem D with 
T, = T = 0 for every n and M = J. 1 
lo The hypothesis 1;; is trivially satisfied in case epif C epif, for all n (see Remark 6.1). 
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